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1. Introduction
1.1. Homogeneous linear systems of equations, null vectors, nmbs, and the customary solution algorithms
Given an n × n matrix A, we seek its null vector y (that is a solution of the homogeneous linear
system of equations Ay = 0) and its null matrix basis (hereafter we write nmb or nmb(A) for short),
that is a matrix whose columns form a basis for the null space N(A) = {y : Ay = 0}. These tasks are
closely linked to other fundamental matrix computations (cf. Sections 1.4, 7.2, 8, and 11).
Practically, to compute null vectors and nmbs, one employs pivoting (that is row or column in-
terchange), orthogonalization, or the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Orthogonalization and
particularly SVD are more costly (and more reliable), but even pivoting "usually degrades the per-
formance" [27, p. 119], readily destroys matrix structure and sparseness, and threatens or undermines
application of block matrix algorithms.
The resulting slowdown of the computations can be signiﬁcant or even dramatic. E.g., pivoting-free
superfast algorithms solve nonsingular Toeplitz orHankel linear systems of n equations in nearly linear
arithmetic time in O(n log2 n) [4,31,36,82,83], whereas the known solution algorithms with pivoting
run either in cubic time based on Gaussian elimination or SVD or in quadratic time in [26], based on
the displacement transformation method, proposed in [48] (see our Remark 2.1 and [52, Sections 4.8,
4.9, and 5.6] on this method).
1.2. Our acceleration techniques
Ouralternative is the structurepreserving, pivoting-freeandorthogonalization-free randomization.
Hereafter AT and AH denote the transpose and Hermitian (that is complex conjugate) transpose of a
matrix A, respectively, and we write “A-" for “additive". Given an n × n matrix A of a rank ρ < n, we
generate a pair of n × r matrices U and V for r = n − ρ and compute the A-preprocessor UVT and
A-modiﬁcation C = A + UVT . If rank UVT = r and the matrix C is nonsingular, then B = C−1U is a
nmb(A), that is {y : y = C−1Ux} is the set of null vectors. Thus the computation of a nmb or a null
vector is reduced to ensuring nonsingularity of the matrix C and solving linear systems of equations
with this matrix.
Alternatively suppose K =
(
A U
S W
)
is a nonsingular matrix for an r × r block W, r = n − ρ , and
ρ = rank A. Then B = (In, 0)K−1
(
U
0
)
is a nmb(A) (cf. Theorem 4.1). The augmentation A ⇒ K =(
A U
S W
)
and its dual variant A ⇒ K˜ =
(
W S
U A
)
are also studied in [56, Section 12; 61].
The matrices A stay Hermitian in A-preprocessing for U = V and in the augmentations for U = S
andW = WH .
The augmentations are closely linked to A-preprocessing (cf. Theorem 4.3). They a little increase
the input dimension, but can perfectly preserve the structure of the input matrix.
We expect to yield nonsingularity via randomization because rank U = rank V = r, rank C =
n, rank K = n + r and rank K˜ = n + r with a probability close to one for random matrices U, V , and
W (see Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 4.2). The submatrices with random entries also tend to become
nonsingular, so that, e.g., Gaussian elimination with no pivoting is expected to work for the matrices
C and K˜ (cf. [62]).
To compute the nullity r = n − ρ , we test nonsingularity of the candidate matrices C, K or K˜ , test
whether AB = 0 where B is the computed candidate nmb(A), or employ an aggregation process (see
Section 6).
How great is our progress versus the standard solution algorithms? Assume Toeplitz or Hankel
input. Then our techniques enable application of the known superfast algorithms that yield this nmb
in nearly linear arithmetic time (versus cubic time supported by Gaussian elimination with pivoting,
orthogonalization, or SVD). The acceleration of the known algorithms is dramatic also in terms of
the Boolean cost (that is the number of bit-operations involved) [61, Section 9] and, according to
our extensive tests, in terms of the CPU time as well. For n × n Toeplitz inputs our tests showed the
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average CPU time decreased by the factor a(n)where a(512) > 20, a(1024) > 90, and a(2048) > 300
(see Table 10.1).
1.3. Numerically stable implementation and approximate nmbs
Can our treatment of degeneracy problemswith randomized preprocessing produce ill conditioned
matrices C, K or K˜? This can easily occur but, aswe next explain, can be easily prevented. Nextwe cover
just A-preprocessing because the study can be readily extended to the augmentations.
Assume a well conditioned singular matrix A. Observe that the ratio cond C
cond A
is large if the matrices
A and UVT are singular, the matrix C is not, and the ratio
‖A‖
‖UVT‖ is large or small. So, having generated
random matrices U and V , we scale them or the matrix A to make the latter ratio neither large nor
small. This turns out to give us all that we need. Namely, we prove in Section 3.6 that in this case the
ratio cond C
cond A
tends to be neither large nor small as well, so that our treatment of degeneracy is expected
to lead to no numerical problems.
Our auxiliary estimates in Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 for the product of a ﬁxed well conditioned matrix
and a random matrix may be of independent interest for the study of the power of randomization in
numerical matrix computations.
Our results on preconditioning power of our preprocessing are in good accordance with the ex-
tensive experiments in [58]. Furthermore, empirically our preprocessing remains as powerful under
weak randomization, that is one with smaller number of random parameters having smaller domains
of deﬁnition. E.g., in A-preprocessing we can set U = V and represent the matrix U as a block vector
with the scaled identity blocks ±aI for random choice of + and − and for a constant a ≈ ‖A‖1/2. Our
analysis explains this phenomenon to some extent (see Remark 3.6 in Section 3.6), although complete
formal support of this observation is still a research challenge (on our initial study see Theorem 3.9
and the Appendix).
Numerically, under a small input perturbation, a well conditioned singular matrix A (with nullity
r) turns into a nearly singular (that is ill conditioned) matrix having numerical nullity r, that is having
exactly r small singular values.
Tomodel numerical application of our approach, assume that an n × n ill conditioned inputmatrix
A˜ = A + E of full rank closely approximates an unknown well conditioned singular matrix A of a rank
ρ < n. Then A-preprocessing with random scaled n × r matrices U and V is expected to produce well
conditioned nonsingular matrices C = A + UVT and C˜ = A˜ + UVT .
Wherever the norm ‖E‖ is a small fraction of the smallest positive singular value of the matrix
A, the output C˜−1U of our nmb algorithms closely approximates a nmb(A). Consequently its range
closely approximates the r-tail of the SVD of the matrix A˜, that is its singular space associated with its
r smallest singular values.
Thus our randomized preprocessing is expected to ﬁx degeneracy of the singular matrix A and to
work as preconditioning for the nearly singular (that is ill conditioned) matrix A˜. Namely with a high
probability cond C˜ has the order of cond A ≈ ‖E‖‖A‖ cond A˜ for C˜ = A˜ + UVT and properly scaled n × r
randommatrices U and V .
1.4. Extensions and applications
In this paper we present our approach in some detail and in more general form. E.g., we treat the
case of rectangular input matrices and link it to the case of square inputs (cf. Section 3.3 and the paper
[61]). We also explore or outline a number of further applications of our study.
• Nonhomogeneous linear systems can be readily reduced to homogeneous ones, and we extend
our algorithms respectively in Section 11.7. In the case of an ill conditioned input, the transition
to homogeneous linear systems typically improves conditioning but then requires to output
null vectors with high accuracy. The tradeoff can be attractive because for a well conditioned
input matrix we can proceed with double rather than extended precision and yield high output
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accuracy just by performing some extra steps of iterative reﬁnement. In this variation of our
approachwe can fully preserve the Toeplitzmatrix structure and as a result simplify the solution
of Toeplitz linear systems of equations.
• Alternatively we can solve a nonhomogeneous nonsingular ill conditioned linear system by
applying A-preprocessing A → C = A + UVH for random scaled matrices U and V to yield well
conditioned matrix C and to express the inverse A−1 via the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury
formula for matrix inversion [27, p. 50]. We modify this formula and combine it with iterative
reﬁnement to overcome numerical stability problems. These techniques can be of independent
interest (see Sections 2.5, 11.2, and 11.6).
• Weapply our preconditioning to improve the initializationofNewton’s iteration formatrix inver-
sion and generalized (Moore–Penrose) inversion, which is critical for convergence acceleration
(see Section 11.5).
• A-preprocessing enables approximation of a nearly singular matrix by a matrix of smaller rank.
Indeed suppose A is an n × n matrix of a rank ρ < n, U and V are n × r matrices of rank r =
n − ρ , A˜ is a matrix of full rank, A˜ ≈ A, C = A + UVT is a nonsingular matrix, C−1U is a nmb(A),
C˜−1U ≈ C−1U, andQ is the n × r factorQ in the QR factorization of thematrix C˜−1U. ThenΔ =
A˜ − A˜QQH is a close approximation of rank n − r to the matrix A˜ (see Section 7.2). Furthermore
suppose that the displacement A˜ = L(M˜) of a given matrix M˜ is close to a matrix A of small
rank. Then we can apply the above algorithm to approximate this displacement by the matrix
Δ of a small rank and then immediately obtain an approximation to the input matrix M˜ by the
structuredmatrixM = L−1(Δ)having a small displacement rank. In this approach,we can apply
augmentation instead of A-preprocessing.
• In every eigenpair (λ, y) of a matrix A, the eigenvector y is the null vector of A − λI. Having an
approximation λ˜ to a simple and isolated eigenvalue λ available, we can apply our techniques
to approximate the eigenvector y by the vector C˜−1u for the matrix C˜ = A − λ˜I + vTu. In this
case, the matrix A − λ˜I is ill conditioned, but we can expect that for scaled random vectors
u and v the matrix C˜ is well conditioned. An alternative way is to choose the vectors u and
v that make the matrix C˜ more readily invertible than the matrix A − λI. These observations
serve as the basis for designing effective eigen-solvers in [63,70,71] and can be extended to the
approximation of eigenspaces associated with multiple eigenvalues or with clusters and other
ﬁxed sets of eigenvalues.
• In Section11.3weextend theseobservations toaccelerate root-ﬁnding forpolynomial andsecular
equations reduced to eigen-solving for the auxiliary structured matrices.
• In Section 11.4 we show our preliminary sketchy extension of such a matrix approach to the
solution of a polynomial system of equations.
• One can employ our approximate nmb algorithms to improve a crude A-preconditioner UVT (cf.
Section 8 and [90]).
1.5. Contents and organization of the paper and its selective reading
We present and analyze in some detail our approach to symbolic and numerical computation of
null vectors and nmbs. In Sections 7.2, 8, and 11 and papers [56,61–63,70,71] we cover its further
variations, extensions, and applications. Otherwise we organize our paper as follows. We cover deﬁ-
nitions and some auxiliary results in the next section. In Section 3 we extensively study randomized
A-preprocessing. Section 4 is devoted to randomized preprocessing by augmentation. In Section 5 we
recall the known estimates (mostly from [29]) for the perturbation and errors in numerical matrix
computations. (We use these results brieﬂy, only to complete our error estimates in Section 6.6.
Otherwise the reader can skip them.) Section 6 covers symbolic and numerical computation of nmbs;
wepresent the respective algorithmsat length, andanadvanced readermayprefer to skipmanydetails.
In Section 7 we extend our nmb algorithms to approximate singular spaces. In Section 9 we comment
on preserving and exploiting matrix structure in our computations. Section 10 covers our numerical
tests. They have been designed by the ﬁrst author and performed by his coauthor. Otherwise the paper
(including all typos and errors) is due to the ﬁrst author and should be cited as his work.
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For completeness we study the general case of a rectangular input matrix, but some readers may
prefer to examine just the case of a square inputmatrix, towhich Section 3.3 reducesmost of our study.
A large part of the paper (in particular all our study of the errors and conditioning) can be omitted
by those readers who are only interested in the symbolic versions of our algorithms, whereas those
readers who are not interested in these versions can skip many details in Section 6.2.
2. Deﬁnitions and auxiliary results
Hereafter R (resp. C) denotes the ﬁeld of real (resp. complex) numbers and “ﬂop" stands for
“arithmetic operation".
2.1. General matrices and additive preprocessing
Weassume or slightly extend the customary deﬁnitions formatrix computations (cf. [27,29,76,77]).
This includes the deﬁnitions of the Hermitian, unitary (orthonormal), and singular matrices, full-rank
and rank deﬁcientmatrices, the k × k identitymatrix I = Ik , its ith columnvectors ei, i = 0, . . . , k − 1,
the k × lmatrix 0 = 0k,l ﬁlledwith zeros, the transposeAT of anm × nmatrixA and itsHermitian, that
is complex conjugate transpose AH , its rank ρ = rank A, nullity nul A = n − ρ , left nullity lnul A =
m − ρ = nul (AT ), rangeA = {y : y = Az}, left range {x : xT = wTA}, null space N(A) = {y : Ay =
0}, left null space LN(A) = {x : xHA = 0H}, and QR and QRP factorizations. QR factorization A = QR
is unique if the R-factor R is a square matrix whose diagonal entries are positive [27, Theorem 5.2.2].
In this case wewrite Q = Q(A) and R = R(A). diag(B1, B2) (resp. diag(Bi)ki=1) denotes the 2 × 2 (resp.
k × k) block diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks B1 and B2 (resp. B1, . . . , Bk), whereas (B, C) (resp.
(Bj)
k
j=1) denotes the 1 × 2 (resp. 1 × k) block matrix with blocks B and C (resp. B1, . . . , Bk).
The map A ⇒ C = A + P is A-preprocessing of a matrix A, the matrix C is its A-modiﬁcation, and
the matrix P is its A-preprocessor or APP (cf. Section 1.3).
2.2. Sparse and structured matrices
Deﬁnition 2.1. Amatrix is sparse if its entries aremostly zeros according to a ﬁxed criterion specifying
the informal notion “mostly" (cf. [15,16,35,64], and the bibliography therein).
In the rest of this subsection we cover structured matrices of two groups, involved into Example
3.1 and Sections 3.5, 6.1, and 9.
(a) Matrices with small displacement ranks. M − AMB is the Stein displacement of a matrix M
for two ﬁxed operator matrices A and B. (One can similarly work with the Sylvester displacement
AM − MB, closely linked to the Stein displacement.) d = drA,B(M) denotes rank (M − AMB), called
the displacement rank of the matrixM. Next we sketch some relevant deﬁnitions and basic properties
assuming operatormatrices A and B of shifts and diagonal scaling (cf. [52] and the bibliography therein
on elaboration, proofs and further study).
(i) Matrices of shifts, diagonal scaling, and reﬂection. We have
Znf = fI, Zf
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
v1
v2
...
vn−1
vn
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
fvn
v1
...
vn−2
vn−1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ for Zf =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 f
1
. . . 0
. . .
. . .
...
. . . 0 0
1 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(2.1)
and any scalars f , v1, . . . , vn. Zf is the n × nunit f-circulantmatrix, Z = Z0 = Zf − f e0eTn−1 is the down
shift matrix, and Z1 is the cyclic shift matrix.
Dt = diag(ti)ni=1 is a matrix of diagonal scaling deﬁned by a vector t = (ti)ni=1.
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J = Jn = (ji,k)n−1i,k=0 is the n × n reﬂection matrix, ji,k = 1 if i + k = n − 1, ji,k = 0 otherwise, so
that J(vi)
n
i=1 = (vn+1−i)ni=1, J2 = I.
(ii) Four basicmatrix structures.TheoperatormatricesA andBdeﬁne the typeof thematrix structure.
We have drZe,Zf (T) < 3, ef /= 1, for Toeplitz matrices T = (ti−j)m−1,n−1i=0,j=0 ; drZe,ZTf (H) < 3, ef /= 1, for
Hankel matrices H = (hi+j)m−1,n−1i=0,j=0 ; drDt ,Zf (V(t)) = 1 and drZTf ,Dt(V(t)T ) = 1, f /= tni , for nonzero
Vandermonde matrices V(t) = (tji)m−1,n−1i=0,j=0 , and drDs ,Dt(C(s, t)) = 1 for Cauchy matrices C(s, t) =(
1
si−tj
)m−1,n−1
i=0,j=0 , sitj /= 0 for all pairs (i, j). These are the four most popular classes of matrices with
small displacement ranks. Matrices are said to have structures of Toeplitz, Hankel, Vandermonde and
Cauchy types, respectively, if their displacement ranks are small assuming the above operatormatrices.
Hereafter we write Td,Hd, Vd(t), and Cd(s, t) to denote the respective classes of matrices having small
displacement ranks d. They include Sylvester, companion, Loewner, Pick, and other celebrated classes
of structured matrices. We also call the matrices in Td Toeplitz-like and in Hd Hankel-like matrices.
(iii) Structured Matrix Computations via Operations with Displacements. The displacementM − AMB
of rank d can be represented as the sum of d outer products gkh
T
k , k = 1, . . . , d,
M − AMB =
d∑
k=1
gkh
T
k . (2.2)
Unless the linear operatorM ⇒ M − AMB is singular, one can express the originalmatrixM through
the entries of these vectors, so that an n × n matrix M can be readily expressed via 2dn parameters.
For d  n this is more economical than its representation with the n2 entries. Furthermore matrix
transposition, addition,multiplicationbya constant andavector, pairwisemultiplicationand inversion
can be expressed economically in terms of the respective operations with their displacements. In
particular one can multiply an n × nmatrixM by a vector in O(dn log n) ﬂops forM in Td and Hd and
in O(dn log2 n) ﬂops for M in Vd(t) and Cd(s, t), and one can solve a nonsingular linear system of n
equations with a matrix from any of the four classes by using O(d2n log2 n) ﬂops.
(iv) Transformation of matrix structure via transformation of displacements. Multiplication by the
reﬂectionmatrix J and appropriate Vandermondematrices and their transposes transforms the classes
Td,Hd, Vd(t), and Cd(s, t) into each other all ways. Here are some respective maps, JTd = TdJ = Hd,
JHd=HdJ=Td, V(t)Td⊂Vd+1(t), V(t)TVd(t)⊂Td+1, Cd(s, t)V(t)⊂Vd+1(s), Vd(s)V(t)T ⊂ Cd+1(s, t),
and Cd(s, t)C(t, u) ⊂ Cd+1(s, u). (We also have JT = TJ = H and JH = TJ = T for the classes T of
Toeplitz andHofHankelmatrices.) It follows that any algorithm for the inversionof thematrices in one
of theseclassesor for solving linear systemswith thematricesof this class canbe immediatelyextended
to the same operations with the inputs in the three other classes. One can view such displacement
transformation techniques as a means of unifying computations with matrices having structures of
various types [52]. Anatural theoretical challenge is an extension thatwouldunify the twomain classes
of structured matrices, that is the ones having displacement structure and the others (cf. [21,84–87])
having rank (quasiseparable) structure. See [5] on recent progress in this direction.
Remark 2.1 (The method of displacement transformation). The above techniques of displacement trans-
formation for algorithm design were proposed in [48] and reﬁned in [24,26,28] to devise practical
algorithms for Toeplitz, Hankel, Toeplitz-like, and Hankel-like linear systems of equations. The algo-
rithmsﬁrstmapan input fromthe classT, Td,HorHd into amatrixwith the structure ofVandermonde
or Cauchy type. Then they apply fast Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting (GEPP) by exploiting
the input structure. Direct application of GEPP to the four former matrix classes would destroy the
structure andwould run as slow as in the case of general inputmatrices, whereas one can runGEPP fast
on the input classes Vd(t) and Cd(s, t). In other words, the abovemap extends the fast and numerically
stable solution with GEPP from inputs in Vd(t) and Cd(s, t) to the highly important input classes
T, Td,H, and Hd. In the algorithms in [24,26,28] Vandermonde multipliers were specialized to the
matrices of Discrete Fourier transform, and then themapwas slightly reﬁned versus the original maps
in [48]. The approach was further advanced in [10,54,72].
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(v) Toeplitz-like, Toeplitz, and f-circulant matrices. Let us supply more details on the basic classes of
Toeplitz-like, Toeplitz, and f-circulant matrices.
For a scalar f and a column vector v = (vi)n−1i=0 thematrix polynomials Zf (v) =
∑n−1
i=0 viZif form the
algebra of f-circulant matrices in the class of Toeplitz matrices. For f = 0 this is the algebra of lower
triangular Toeplitz matrices. In both cases the matrix Zf (v) is deﬁned by its ﬁrst column vector v. Due
to the factorization of f-circulant matrices in [11], they can be multiplied and inverted in O(n log n)
ﬂops based on FFT. These estimates also hold for triangular Toeplitz matrices Z0(v).
f-circulant matrices are called circulant for f = 1 and skew circulant for f = −1.
Now ﬁx two scalars e and f , ef /= 1, e.g., e = f = 0 or e = −f = 1. Then M is an n × n Toeplitz
matrix (resp. Toeplitz-likematrix of displacement rank d for the operatormatrices A = Ze and B = ZTf )
if and only if it can be nonuniquely represented as the sum Ze(u) + Zf (v)T for two vectors u and v
(resp. as the sum
(1 − ef )M =
d∑
k=1
Ze(gk)Zf (hk)
T (2.3)
for d pairs of vectors (gk, hk), which are precisely the vectors in (2.2) for A = Ze and B = ZTf ). There
are similar expressions for the matrix classes Hd = JTd, Vd(t), and Cd(s, t) (cf. [52, Sections 4.3 and
4.4]).
(b) Banded matrices (bi,j)i,j with a lower bandwidth l and an upper bandwidth u, that is such that
bi,j = 0where i − j > l or j − i > u (cf. [27, Section 1.2.1]), their inverses, andmore generally the rank
structured matrices.
Deﬁnition 2.2 (Cf. [21, Section 1; 84, Deﬁnition 3; 85, Deﬁnition 2; 86, 87]). A lower (resp. upper) rank
l = lM (resp. u = uM) of amatrixM is themaximal rank of any its submatrix lying entirely below (resp.
above) its diagonal. Its rank pair (l, u)M = (lM, uM) is the pair of its lower rank l and upper rank u. An
m × nmatrixM is rank structured if max{l(M), u(M)}  min{m, n}.
Such an n × nmatrix can be generatedwithO((l + u + 1)n) parameters andmultiplied by a vector
in O((l + u + 1)n) ﬂops. One can solve a nonsingular linear system of equations with such a matrix
in O((l + u + 1)2n) ﬂops (see [21]).
2.3. Null vectors, nmbs, and annihilators
A matrix B of full column rank is a matrix basis for its range. A null vector, a null basis, and a null
matrix basis for a matrix A are a vector in, a basis for, and a matrix basis for its null space N(A),
respectively (cf. Section 1.1). For an m × n matrix A with a positive nullity r, its nmb(A) is an n × r
matrix where r < n unless A = 0. A matrix H is a complete annihilator of a matrix A if rangeH = N(A).
We use the abbreviations nmb, nmb(A), and ca(A) and deﬁne similar concepts for the left null space
LN(A). Clearly, every nmb(A) is a ca(A). Conversely, given a ca(A), we can compute a nmb(A) from LUP
or QR factorization of the matrix ca(A), but the following fact can be preferred as the basis in the case
of structured matrices A.
Fact 2.1. Suppose H is a ca(A). Then
(a) H is a nmb(A) if and only if nulH = 0 and
(b) HY is a nmb(A) if X is a ca(H) and if (X, Y) is a nonsingular matrix.
Proof. Part (a) is trivial, and clearlyAHY = 0becauseH is a ca(A). Now supposeHYx = 0 for a nonzero
vector x. Then Yx = Xy for some vector y because X is a ca(H). Therefore (X, Y)w = 0 for wT =
(xT ,−yT ). It follows thatw = 0 (and thus x = 0) because (X, Y) is a nonsingularmatrix. Contradiction
to the assumption that x /= 0 implies that HY and Y have full rank, and part (b) follows. 
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2.4. SVDs and generalized inverses
For an m × n matrix A of a rank ρ , its full Singular Value Decomposition (hereafter SVD or full
SVD) is given by the equation A = SΣTH where S = (sj)mj=1 and T = (tj)nj=1 are square unitary ma-
trices, SHS = SHS = Im, THT = TTH = In;Σ = diag(Σ(ρ), 0m−ρ ,n−ρ) is an m × n matrix; Σ(ρ) =
diag(σj)
ρ
j=1; σ1  σ2  · · · σρ > 0, σj = 0 for j > ρ and σj = +∞ for j < 1. The scalars σj = σj(A)
for j 1 are the singular values of the matrix A. The vectors sHj for j = 1, . . . , m and tj for j = 1, . . . , n
are the associated left and right singular vectors, respectively. Sk,r = range((sj)k+rj=k+1) (resp. Tk,r =
range((tj)
k+r
j=k+1)) is the left (resp. right) singular spaceassociatedwith thesingularvaluesσk+1, . . . , σk+r
provided k > 0, σk > σk+1, and either σk+r > σk+r+1 or k + r = m (resp. k + r = n). If k + r =
nm, thenTk,r is the (right) r-tail andT0,n−r is the (right) (n − r)-head of the SVD.
Fact 2.2. σj(W
H) = σj(W) for all matrices W and integers j.
A matrix X = A(I) is a left (resp. right) inverse of a matrix A if XA = I (resp. AX = I). An m × n
matrix of a rank ρ has a left (resp. right) inverse if and only if ρ = n (resp. ρ = m). Such an inverse is
unique if and only if the matrix A is nonsingular, and then A(I) = A−1.
A+ = ∑ρj=1 σ−1j tjsHj denotes the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse (also called pseudo inverse)
of anm × nmatrix A of a rankρ . A+ = (AHA)−1AH is a left inverse A(I) ifm n = ρ , A+ = AH(AAH)−1
is a right inverse A(I) ifm = ρ  n, and A+ = A−1 ifm = n = ρ . A+H (resp. A−H) denotes the matrix
(A+)H = (AH)+ (resp. (A−1)H = (AH)−1).
2.5. The Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula and its modiﬁcations
Theorem 2.1. Assume that A ∈ Cm×n, U ∈ Cm×r , V ∈ Cn×r , C = A + UVH ∈ Cm×n, and the matrices
A and C have full rank. Then the matrix G = Ir − VHC+U is nonsingular and
A+ = C+ + C+UG−1VHC+. (2.4)
Proof. See [56, Section 4.2]. 
In the case wherem = n and A is a square matrix, we arrive at the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury
classical formula [27, p. 50],
A−1 = C−1 + C−1UG−1VHC−1. (2.5)
Corollary 2.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, we have range(C+U) = range(A+U).
(Hereafter we use the abbreviation SMW formulae for both expressions (2.5) and (2.4).)
Next we keep dealing with thematrices U ∈ Cm×r , V ∈ Cn×r , use A ∈ Cn×m, and assume that the
matricesAandC− = A+ + UVH have full rank.ApplyTheorem2.1 to thematricesA+ andC− (replacing
the matrices C and A, respectively). Obtain that the matrix H = Ir + VHAU ∈ Cr×r (replacing the
matrix G in Theorem 2.1) is nonsingular and arrive at the dual SMW formula (cf. [56])
(C−)+ = A − AUH−1VHA. (2.6)
It follows that
A+ = C− − UVH = (A − AUH−1VHA)+ − UVH. (2.7)
Form = nwe have the expressions
(C−)−1 = A − AUH−1VHA, A−1 = (A − AUH−1VHA)−1 − UVH. (2.8)
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2.6. Norms, condition numbers, and singular values
‖A‖ is the 2-norm of a matrix A, which is normalized if ‖A‖ = 1. cond A = ‖A‖‖A+‖ = σ1(A)
σρ(A)
is
the condition number of a matrix A of a rank ρ . Effective norm and condition estimators can be found
in [13, 27, Sections 2.3.2, 2.3.3, 3.5.4, and 12.5; 29, Chapter 15; 76, Section 5.3].
Fact 2.3. For A = (ai,j)m,ni,j=1 we have ‖A‖/
√
mnmaxm,ni,j=1 |ai,j| ‖A‖ = ‖AH‖.
The minimax characterization [27, Theorem 8.6.1] relates the norms and singular values,
σj = max
dim(S)=j minx∈S,‖x‖=1 ‖Ax‖ (2.9)
for j = 1, 2, . . . , n and for linear spaces S. Hence for an m × n matrix A of a rank ρ we have σρ =
1/‖A+‖, σ1 = max‖x‖=1 ‖Ax‖ = ‖A‖, σn = min‖x‖=1 ‖Ax‖.
We write n  d where the ratio n
d
is large. A matrix A of a rank ρ is ill conditioned if σ1  σρ and
is well conditioned otherwise. The concepts “large", “ill" and “well conditioned" are quantiﬁed in the
context of the computational task and computer environment.
An APP P is an A-preconditioner of a matrix A if cond (A + P)  cond A.
An m × n matrix A has numerical rank ρ and numerical nullity nnul A = l − ρ for l = min{m, n} if
this matrix has exactly ρ singular values (counting their multiplicities) that exceed δσ1(A) for a ﬁxed
small positive δ and if either ρ < l and the ratio
σρ(A)
σρ+1(A) is large or ρ = l.
2.7. The singular values of submatrices and matrix products
The two following theorems are used in the proofs of Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 in Section 3.5. In fact
parts (b) and (c) of Theorems 2.2 are not used there but naturally complement part (a).
Theorem 2.2. Let p, q, m, and n be four positive integers such that 1 pm and 1 q n and let A0 be a
p × q submatrix of an m × n matrix A. Then
(a) σj(A) σj(A0) for j = 1, 2, . . . ,min{p, q},
(b) there is a p × n block submatrix Â of the matrix A such that m/p1/2‖Â‖ ‖A‖, and
(c) there is a p × q block submatrix A˜ of the matrix A such that m/p1/2n/q1/2‖A˜‖ ‖A‖.
Proof
(a) A0 is a submatrix of a certain p × n submatrix A¯0 of the matrix A. Then (2.9) implies that
σj(A) σj(A¯0) for all j and similarly σj(A¯H0 ) σj(A
H
0 ), whereas σj(A¯0) = σj(A¯H0 ) and σj(A0) =
σj(A
H
0 ) for all j, due to Fact 2.2.
(b) Recall that σj(A) = ‖Ax(j)‖ for some vectors x(j) such that ‖x(j)‖ = 1 and for j = 1, 2, . . . due to
minimaxcharacterization (2.9).WriteaTi = eTi A for i = 0, . . . , m − 1, aTi = 0Ti for im, and A˜j =
(aTi )
jl+l−1
i=jl for j = 0, . . . , r − 1 and r = m/p. Observe that ‖Ax‖2 =
∑r−1
i=0 ‖A˜jx‖2 =
∑m−1
i=0
|aTj x|2 for all vectors x. Suppose the norm ‖A˜jx(1)‖ ismaximum for j = h and deduce that ‖A‖ =
σ1(A)m/p1/2‖A˜hx(1)‖m/p1/2‖A˜h‖.
Write Â = A˜h and obtain part (b).
(c) Now apply part (b) to the n × pmatrix A˜Th replacing them × nmatrix A and obtain q × p block
submatrix B such that n/q1/2‖B‖ ‖A˜Th‖ = ‖A˜h‖. Therefore m/p1/2n/q1/2‖B‖ ‖A‖.
Write A˜ = BT and obtain part (c) because BT is a p × q block submatrix of the matrix A and
‖B‖ = ‖BT‖. 
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Theorem 2.3 [62]. Let A ∈ Cm×r and B ∈ Cr×n and write rA = rank A, rB = rank B, r− = min{rA, rB}
and r+ = max{rA, rB}. Let r+ = r. (In particular this holds if at least one of the matrices A and B is
nonsingular.) Then rank (AB) = r−, σr−(AB) σrA(A)σrB(B) and cond (AB)(cond A)cond B.
Remark 2.2. cond (AB) can be arbitrarily large even form × r unitary matrices A and BH ifm > r.
2.8. Random sampling, random matrices, and Gaussian random variables
|Δ| is the cardinality of a set Δ. Random sampling of elements from a set Δ is their selection from
this set at random, independently of each other, and under the uniform probability distribution on the
set. A matrix is random if its entries are randomly sampled from a ﬁxed setΔ, e.g., the set of all double
precision numbers with the exponents in a ﬁxed range, for numerical computations.
The next deﬁnition and lemma are only used in Section 3.5 and Theorem 3.12 in Section 3.6.
Deﬁnition 2.3. FX(y) = Probability{X  y} for a real random variable X is the cumulative distribu-
tion function (CDF) of X evaluated at y. FA(y) = Fσl(A)(y) for an m × n matrix A and an integer l =
min{m, n}. A matrix (resp. vector) is a Gaussian random matrix (resp. vector) with a mean μ and a
variance σ 2 if it is ﬁlled with independent Gaussian random variables, all having the same mean
μ and variance σ 2. If μ = 0 and σ 2 = 1, this is a standard Gaussian random matrix (resp. vector).
Fμ,σ (y) = 1
σ
√
2π
∫ y
−∞ exp
(
− (x−μ)2
2σ 2
)
dx is the CDF for a Gaussian random variable with a mean μ
and a variance σ 2. Φμ,σ (y) = Fμ,σ (μ + y) − Fμ,σ (μ − y) for y 0.
Lemma 2.1. For positive scalars y, y1, and y2 we have FX(y) FX1(y1) + FX2(y2) if X min{X1y/y1,
X2y/y2}, 1 − FX(y) 2 − FX1(y1) − FX2(y2) if X max{X1y/y1, X2y/y2}.
3. A-preprocessing and randomization
3.1. APPs and nmbs
Theorem 3.1. For three integers m, n and r, m n r > 0, and for a pair of matrices U of size m × r and
V of size n × r, assume that (a) A is an m × n matrix of a rank ρ , (b) the matrix C = A + UVH has full
rank n, and (c) C(I) is a left inverse of C, that is C(I)C = I. Then
r  rank U  n − ρ = nul A, (3.1)
N(A) ⊆ range(C(I)U). (3.2)
Furthermore if
r = rank U = n − ρ = nul A, (3.3)
then (cf. Corollary 2.1)
B = C(I)U is a nmb(A), (3.4)
VHC(I)U = Ir . (3.5)
Proof. Bound (3.1) follows because rank (A + UVH) rank A + rank (UVH), rank A = ρ , and
rank (UVH) rank U.
Now let y ∈ N(A). Then Cy = (A + UVH)y = UVHy, and therefore
y = C(I)U(VHy). (3.6)
This proves (3.2).
Eq. (3.4) follows from (3.2) and (3.3) because rank (C(I)U) r.
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Toprove (3.5), ﬁrst premultiply byVH Eq. (3.6) andobtain that (VHC(I)U − Ir)VHy for any vector y in
N(A). Next recall equation (3.4) and deduce that (VHC(I)U − Ir)VHC(I)U = 0. Now (3.5) follows unless
the matrix VHC(I)U is singular, but if it is, then VHC(I)Uz = 0 for some nonzero vector z. Let us write
w = C(I)Uz, so that VHw = 0 and w ∈ range(C(I)U) = N(A). It follows that Aw = 0, and therefore,
Cw = Aw + UVHw = 0. Now recall that the matrix C has full rank and since m n conclude that
w = 0. Consequently, z = 0 because the matrix C(I)U has full rank. 
Corollary 3.1. Under assumptions (a)–(c) of Theorem 3.1, let B = C(I)U. (i) Then BX is a ca(A) if X is a
ca(AB). (ii) Furthermore X is a ca(AB) if BX is a ca(A) and if rank B = r.
Proof
(i) A(BX) = (AB)X = 0 if X is a ca(AB). Conversely, let Au = 0. Then u = Bv for some vector v in
virtue of (3.2). Therefore ABv = Au = 0. It follows that v = Xz for some vector z because X is a
ca(AB). Consequently u = Bv = BXz.
(ii) (AB)X = A(BX) = 0 if BX is a ca(A). Conversely, let ABu = A(Bu) = 0. Then Bu = BXv for some
vector v because BX is a ca(A). Therefore u = Xv since rank B = r. 
3.2. The left null spaces
Theorem3.1 andCorollary 3.1 can be readily extended to the case of the left null space and left nmbs
for anm × nmatrix Awherem n because LN(A) = N(AT ). Speciﬁcally, assume that U ∈ Cm×r , V ∈
Cn×r , C = A + UVH, r  rank U  lnulA, and rank C = m and write Bleft = VHC(I). Then LN(A) is a
subspace of the left range of thematrix Bleft and furthermore YBleft is a left ca(A) if Y is a left ca(BleftA),
whereas Y is a left ca(BleftA) if YBleft is a left ca(A) and if rank Bleft = r. If rank V = r = lnulA, then
LN(A) is precisely the left range of the matrix Bleft.
Seeking a pair of left and right nmbs for the matrix A, we can rely on the same factorization of the
matrix C. The following results relate the left and right nmbs to the Schur aggregate G = Ir − VHC(I)U,
also called Gauss transform [56] (cf. Section 6.3 on aggregation techniques).
Theorem 3.2. Suppose A ∈ Cm×n, C = A + UVH ∈ Cm×n, U ∈ Cm×r , V ∈ Cn×r , rank C = min{m, n}
> r, and C(I) is a right or left inverse of C, that is CC(I) = I or C(I)C = I. Write G = Ir − VHC(I)U.
Then VHC(I)A = GVH (and therefore G = VHC(I)A(VH)(I) and LN(G) ⊆ LN(VHC(I)A)) if m n, whereas
AC(I)U = UG (and therefore G = U(I)AC(I)U and N(G) ⊆ N(AC(I)U)) if m n.
Proof
VHC(I)A = VHC(I)(C − UVH) = VH − VHC(I)UVH = GVH if m n,
AC(I)U = (C − UVH)C(I)U = U − UVHC(I)U = UG if m n. 
Corollary 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, let m = n. Then N(AC−1U) = N(G) if the matrix
U has full rank, whereas LN(VHC−1A) = LN(G) if the matrix V has full rank.
Proof. If Gx = 0, then UGx = AC(I)Ux = 0. Conversely, suppose AC(I)Ux = UGx = 0. Then Gx = 0
becauseU is amatrix of full rank. This proves thatN(AC−1U) = N(G). Equation LN(VHC−1A) = LN(G)
is proved similarly. 
3.3. From rectangular to square inputs
Our nmb algorithms are simpler and more stable numerically in the case of square input matrices.
We can always shift to the Hermitian square input AHA satisfying N(A) = N(AHA), but cond (AHA) =
(cond A)2, and so next we show some alternatives.
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Given an m × n matrix A for m > n, we can represent it as the sum A = ∑hi=1 Ai where Ai =
(0, BTi , 0)
T and Bi are ki × n matrices for i = 1, . . . , h,∑hi=1 ki m. Then N(A) = ∩hi=1N(Bi), and we
can also employ the following result [27, Theorem 12.4.1].
Lemma 3.1. Let Z be a unitary nmb for an m × n matrix A and let W be a unitary nmb(BZ) where B is a
p × n matrix. Then ZW is a unitary matrix basis for the linear space N(A) ∩ N(B).
Ifm < nwecan reduce our null space problem to the case of ann × nmatrix based on the following
simple fact.
Fact 3.1. We have N(A) = N(BHA) for a pair of m × n matrices A and B where m n and B is a matrix of
full rank.
The matrices A and BA share their singular values and right singular spaces if BHB = I. We have
BTA =
(
A
0
)
for B = (Im, 0), whereas BTA =
(
0
A
)
for B = (0, Im).
3.4. Random APPs against rank deﬁciency
Theorem 3.1 deﬁnes a nmb(A) = C(I)U if an A-modiﬁcation C = A + UVH has full rank for the
matrices U and V of the minimum rank. Next we show that the full rank property holds with a
probability close to one if U and V are random matrices of sufﬁciently large sizes. We rely on the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.2 ([18] (cf. also [75,91])). For a set Δ of cardinality |Δ|, let a polynomial in m variables have
total degree d, let it not vanish identically on the set Δm, and let the values of its variables be randomly
sampled from the set Δ. Then the polynomial vanishes with a probability of at most d/|Δ|.
Corollary 3.3. Let an m × n matrix M be ﬁlled with random entries sampled from a set Δ. Let l =
min{m, n}. Then the matrix has full rank with a probability of at least 1 − l|Δ| .
Proof. Clearly an m × n matrix M has full rank if its entries are indeterminates. The matrix is rank
deﬁcient if and only if detMl = 0 for all the l × l sumbatricesMl . Such determinants are polynomials
of degrees at most l in the entries, and so the corollary follows from Lemma 3.2. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume ﬁve positive integers m, n, q, ρ , and r such that ρ  nm and q = min{n, r + ρ},
a setΔ of cardinality |Δ| in a ringRwith at least |Δ| elements, and four matrices, A ∈ Rm×n of rank ρ , U
in Rm×r , V in Rn×r , and C = A + UVT . Then
(a) rank C  q,
(b) Probability{rank C = q} 1 − 2r|Δ| where the entries of both matrices U and V have been randomly
sampled from the set Δ as well as where the entries of the matrix U have been randomly sampled
from this set and V = U,
(c) Probability{rank C = q} 1 − r|Δ| if the matrix U (resp. V) is ﬁxed and has full rank r and if the
entries of the matrix V (resp. U) have been randomly sampled from the set Δ.
Proof
(a) Combine the relationships rank C  rank A + rank (UVT ), rank A = ρ , and rank (UVT )
rank U  r.
(b) Clearly rank C = q provided the entries of the matrix C = A + UVH are bilinear functions in the
indeterminate entries of the matrices U and V . Let Cq = Cq(U, V) denote its q × q submatrix of
rank q. Then det Cq is a nonvanishing polynomial of a total degree of at most 2r in the entries
of the matrices U and V . The matrix C is rank deﬁcient if and only if this polynomial vanishes,
which occurs on a variety of a lower dimension. Now part (b) follows from Lemma 3.2.
Part (c) is proved similarly to part (b). 
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Remark 3.1. Theorem 3.3 implies that the matrix C has rank q with a high probability provided the
matrices U and V have random entries sampled from a set of a large cardinality.
Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.3 can be extended to the case where the matrices M, U
and V are endowed with the displacement or rank structure as long as the determinants involved
in the proofs of the theorem and the corollary do not vanish identically. See [69] on the respective
study.
3.5. Extremal singular values of random matrices and of their products with ﬁxed matrices
Gaussian randommatrices (cf. Deﬁnition 2.3) are well conditioned with a high probability [14,20],
and even perturbations by such a random matrix A is expected to make a matrix M well conditioned
unless the ratio ‖M‖/‖A‖ is small or large [78]. Next we specify and then extend the respective known
estimates using a constant c  2.35 from [78].
Theorem 3.4. Assume an m × n matrix A ﬁlled with d random variables X1, . . . , Xd. (d = m + n −
1 for random Toeplitz and Hankel matrices A, d = mn for random general matrix A.) Write F−(y) =
mindi=1 F|Xi|(y) for y 0. Then (a) F−(y) = Φμ,σ (y) where X1, . . . , Xd are Gaussian random variables
with a mean μ and a variance σ , whereas (b) F−(y) = y/a (resp. F−(y) = (y/a)2) where 0 y a
and the random variables X1, . . . , Xd are uniformly distributed on the real line segments [−a, a] or [0, a]
(resp. the circle {x : |x| a} on the complex plane or a sector of this circle). Furthermore we have (c)
1 − F‖A‖(y)(1 − F−(y/√mn))d, which is a trivial bound unless F−(y/√mn) > 1 − 1/d, and (d)
F‖A‖(y)(F−(y/
√
mn))d if the d random variables are independent of each other.
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) are immediately veriﬁed. Part (d) follows because Fact 2.3 implies that ‖A‖ y
if |Xi| y/√mn for all i. Apply Lemma 2.1 to deduce part (c). 
Quite good estimates are known for the CDFs F‖A‖(y) and FA+M(y) for a ﬁxed matrix M and a
Gaussian random matrix A with the mean zero and a variance σ 2. Moreover these estimates can be
extended to thematrices U(A + M)V where U and V are unitarymatrices (because σj(U¯(A + M)V) =
σj(A + M) for all j) and even where U and V are just well conditioned matrices of full rank (in virtue
of Theorem 2.3).
Theorem 3.5 (See [19, Theorem II.7]). Suppose A ∈ Rn×n is a Gaussian random matrix with the mean
zero and a variance σ 2. Then F‖A‖(y) 1 − e−x2/2 for all nonnegative x = y/σ − 2√n.
Theorem 3.6 (See [78, Theorem 3.3]). Suppose M ∈ Rm×n, U ∈ Rm×m, and V ∈ Rn×n are three ﬁxed
matrices, U and V are unitary matrices, A ∈ Rm×n is a Gaussian randommatrix independent of the matrix
M and having mean zero and a variance σ 2, W = U(A + M)V, l denotes min{m, n}, and y 0. Then
FW (y) cy
√
l/σ.
Combining the two latter theorems implies the following result.
Corollary 3.4 (See [78, Theorem 3.1]). Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.6, let ‖M‖√l. Then
FcondW (y) 1 − (c1 + c2√(ln y)/n)n/(yσ) for c1 = 14.1, c2 = 4.7
√
2, and all y 1.
On a further improvement of this bound by the factor of
√
log n, see [89].
Let us combine Theorem 3.6 with our results in Section 2.7 to estimate the functions FGW (y) and
FWH(y) for ﬁxed matrices G and H and Gaussian randommatrixW .
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Theorem 3.7. Suppose that G ∈ Rq×m, H ∈ Rn×r , and a random matrix W ∈ Rm×n is independent of
the matrices G and H and has full rank ρ with probability one. Write rG = rank G and rH = rank H. Then
FGW (y) FW (y/σrG(G)) if rG = m, whereas FWH(y) FW (y/σrG(H)) if rH = n.
Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 2.3. 
The theorem probabilistically bounds from below the smallest singular value of the product of a
ﬁxed matrix G or H and a randommatrixW . In view of Remark 2.2, we cannot merely drop the above
assumptions that rG m and rH  n, but the next theorem (employing Theorem 3.7 and employed in
the next subsection) circumvents the problem. We use this theorem only for U = 0 and V = 0.
Theorem3.8 [62].SupposeG ∈ RrG×m, H ∈ Rn×rH , X ∈ Rm×n, U˜ ∈ RrG×n, V˜ ∈ Rm×rH , rank G = rG <
m, rank H = rH < n, and the assumptions of Theorem 3.6 hold for the matrix X replacing W . Then (a)
FGX+U˜(y) cy
√
l/(σrG(G)σ ) and (b) FXH+V˜ (y) cy
√
l/(σrH (H)σ ).
Remark 3.3. The estimates in [78] and consequently in our Theorem 3.8 are stated assuming real
inputs, but the underlying geometric properties of random matrices (see, e.g. [79, Lemma 4.5 and
Theorem 4.3]) and thus apparently the resulting probabilistic estimates in our Theorem 3.8 aswell can
be extended to the case of complex inputs.
The norm estimates in Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 hold or can be readily extended to the cases of random
sparse and structuredmatrices, but to our best knowledge the extension of the estimates of this section
for the smallest positive singular valueshasnot beenelaboratedupon the cases of banded, Toeplitz, and
Hankel matrices (see, however, Remark 3.5 below and the Appendix), whereas random Vandermonde
and Cauchy matrices are ill conditioned [25,80] with some exceptions such as the matrices of discrete
Fourier transforms.
Here are the estimates from [62] for the CDFs F‖A‖(y) and FA(y) for f-circulant matrices A.
Theorem3.9 [62]. Let ann × ncirculantmatrixA = Z1(v) = ∑n−1i=0 viZi1 bedeﬁnedbyaGaussian random
vector v = (vi)n−1i=0 having a mean μ and a variance σ 2. Then we have
1 − F‖A‖(y) 2n − 1 − (2n − 2)Φ0,σ̂√n(y) − Φμn,σ√n(y),
FA(y) 2(n − 1)Φ0,σ̂√n(y/
√
2) + Φμn,σ√n(y)
for all nonnegative y, the function Φμ,σ (y) deﬁned in Section 2.2, and 2
1/4σ  σ̂  σ.
Remark 3.4. Factorizations in [11] imply that 1
g
σj(Z1(v)) σj(Zf (v)) gσj(Z1(v)) for all vectors v,
scalars f , j = 1, 2, . . . , n, and g = max{1, |f |2}max
{
1, 1|f |
}
. This enables us to extend the estimates of
Theorem 3.9 to f-circulant matrices for all f /= 0. In particular these estimates do not change in the
case of skew circulant matrices (for which f = −1).
Remark 3.5. The experiments in [62] suggest that the estimates of Theorem 3.9 are rather crude. This
is probably because they rely on the bounds of Lemma 2.1, which are crude in this application. The
experiments also show that as n grows large the values cond A for an n × n random Toeplitz matrices
A tend to grow rather slowly (although much faster than in the case of circulant matrices).
3.6. Preconditioning with random APPs
Theorem 3.3 shows that with a probability close to one the transition A ⇒ C = A + UVH ﬁxes
the rank deﬁciency in the case of random generators U and V of rank r = nul A if the cardinality |Δ| is
large enough. Nextwe recall the estimates from [58,59] for the impact of such a transition onto cond A.
For simplicity we only recall the estimates in the case of a square input.
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Theorem 3.10. Let A = SΣTH be full SVD of an n × n matrix A of a rank ρ where ρ < n, S and T are
unitary matrices, S, T ∈ Cn×n,Σ = diag(ΣA, 0r,r) is an n × n diagonal matrix, r = n − ρ , and ΣA =
diag(σj)
ρ
j=1 is the ρ × ρ diagonal matrix of the positive singular values of the matrix A. Suppose U ∈
Cn×r , V ∈ Cn×r , and let the n × n matrix C = A + UVH be nonsingular. Write
SHU =
(
Uρ
Ur
)
, THV =
(
Vρ
Vr
)
, RU =
(
Iρ Uρ
0 Ur
)
, RV =
(
Iρ Vρ
0 Vr
)
,
where Ur and Vr are nonsingular r × r matrices. Then RUΣRHV = Σ , RUdiag(0ρ ,ρ , Ir)RHV = SHUVHT, so
that C = SRUdiag(ΣA, Ir)RHV TH.
Corollary 3.5. Write θ = ‖UVH‖‖A‖ , q = ‖RU‖‖RV‖ and p = ‖R−1U ‖‖R−1V ‖. Suppose σn−r  1 σ1. Then
under the assumptions of Theorem 3.10 we have
(a) max
{
|1 − θ |, 1
p
}
 ‖C‖‖A‖ min{1 + θ , q},
(b) 1
q
 ‖C+‖‖A+‖  p, and therefore
(c) 1
q
max
{
|1 − θ |, 1
p
}
 cond C
cond A
 pmin{1 + θ , q}.
Theorem 3.11. Under the assumptions of Corollary 3.5, we have
max{1, ‖U‖, ‖V‖, ‖U‖‖V‖} q
√
(1 + ‖U‖2)(1 + ‖V‖2),
1 p2 (1 + (1 + ‖U‖2)‖U−1r ‖2)(1 + (1 + ‖V‖2)‖V−1r ‖2).
Proof. Combine the equations R
−1
U =
(
Iρ −UρU−1r
0 U−1r
)
and R
−1
V =
(
Iρ −VρV−1r
0 V−1r
)
with the bounds
max{‖X‖, ‖Y‖} ‖(X, Y)‖
√
‖X‖2 + ‖Y‖2, which hold for all matrices (X, Y). 
Wecan readily bound theparameters θ andq fromaboveandbelowbyproperly scaling thematrices
A, U and V , e.g., ‖C‖/‖A‖| 2 if ‖A‖ = ‖UVH‖ and 1/2 ‖C‖/‖A‖| 3/2 if 2‖A‖ = ‖UVH‖.
Let us apply Theorem 3.8a to complement these estimates from [58,59] with probabilistic up-
per bounds on the norms ‖U−1r ‖ = 1/σr(Ur) and ‖V−1r ‖ = 1/σr(Vr) and thus on the product p =
‖R−1U ‖‖R−1V ‖ ‖C
+‖
‖A+‖ for a pair of random U and V .
Theorem 3.12. LetU, V , Ur , andVr denote the fourmatrices inTheorem3.10and let Theorem3.8hold (a) for
rG = r, m = n, G = (0, Ir)SH, X = U, and U˜ = 0 as well as (b) for rG = r, m = n, G = (0, Ir)TH, X = V,
and V˜ = 0. Then (a) FUr (y) cy
√
r/σ and (b) FVr (y) cy
√
r/σ , respectively, for c = 2.35 and FA(y) in
Deﬁnition 2.3.
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.8a, at ﬁrst for rG = r, m = n, G = (0, Ir)SH, X = U, and U˜ = 0 to obtain that
FUr (y) cy
√
r/(σr((0, Ir)S
H)σ ), and then for rG = r, m = n, G = (0, Ir)TH, X = V , and V˜ = 0 toobtain
that FVr (y) cy
√
r/(σr((0, Ir)T
H)σ ). Observe that σr((0, Ir)S
H) = σr((0, Ir)TH) = 1 because (0, Ir)SH
and (0, Ir)T
H are unitary matrices, substitute these equations into the above bounds, and obtain the
theorem. 
Now suppose A is a rank deﬁcient matrix, C = A + UVH is its A-modiﬁcation of full rank, and
both matrices A and C are well conditioned. Then the A-modiﬁcation with the APP UVH transforms
all ill conditioned matrices A˜ = A + E of full rank in a sufﬁciently small neighborhood of the matrix
A into well conditioned matrices C˜ = C + E of full rank because |σj(A + E) − σj(A)| ‖E‖ for j =
1, 2, . . . , rank A [27, Corollary 8.6.2].
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In view of Corollary 3.5 and Theorems 3.11 and 3.12, we can expect that cond C˜ ≈ cond C has the
order of cond A = σ1(A)/σn−r(A) ≈ σ1(˜A)/σn−r (˜A) provided U and V are Gaussian randommatrices
scaled so that the ratio ‖UVH‖/‖A‖ is neither large nor small.
Remark 3.6. Theorem 3.12 can be readily extended to the case where the matrices U and V are ﬁxed
and well conditioned provided SH and TH are Gaussian random matrices, and it is realistic to assume
that the matrices SH and TH are random where the matrices U and V are deﬁned independently of them.
Furthermore the estimates in the theorem for cond Awere in quite good accordancewith the extensive
tests performed for a variety of ill conditioned matrices A in [58], even though randomness of the
matrices U and V was restricted by various patterns of sparseness and structure. In spite of these
restrictions, the resulting APPs UVH regularly remained effective preconditioners. In particular this
was the case for the sparse and structured generators and Hermitian APPs UUH in Example 3.1 below
(cf. [58, Example 4.6, 59, Example 6]), even where we further restricted the APPs to the primitive case
P̂ = I, Ti = ciI for all i (see below) and sampled the random parameters ci from the sets {−2,−1, 1, 2}
or just {−1, 1} with the subsequent scaling of the APP UUT .
Example 3.1 (Sparse and structured Hermitian APPs). Let k, n1, . . . , nk be positive integers (ﬁxed or ran-
dom) such that kr + n1 + · · · + nk = n. For i = 1, . . . , k, let 0r,ni denote the r × ni matrices ﬁlledwith
zeros, andgenerate some r × r (ﬁxedor random) structuredor sparsewell conditionedmatricesTi, e.g.,
thematricesof thediscrete Fourier, signor cosine transforms,matriceswithaﬁxeddisplacement struc-
ture (e.g., Toeplitz, triangular Toeplitz, circulant, Hankel, or Cauchymatrices), sparse structuredmatri-
ceswithﬁxedpatterns of sparseness, or in the simplest case just the scaled identitymatrices ciIr . Deﬁne
a block vector T = (T1, 0r,n1 , . . . , Tk, 0r,nk)T of block dimension 2kwith the k nonzero block coordinates
T1, . . . , Tk . Fix an n × n permutation matrix P̂ and deﬁne the generator U = P̂T and the APP UUH .
Remark 3.7. We proved Theorem 3.12 assuming that the matrices (0, Ir)S
H and (0, Ir)T
H are ran-
domized by two independent random multipliers U and V , but the same proof implies the same
estimates if the same random multiplier U = V is applied to randomize both matrices, in which case
our A-preprocessing keeps a Hermitian input matrix A Hermitian.
Remark 3.8. Assume an n × n matrix A and an n × n (sparse or structured) random APP P of a rank
r  n such that the ratio ‖A‖‖P‖ is neither large nor small. Deﬁne the matrix C = A + P. Then according
to the above analysis and extensive tests in [58], the random value cond C tends to have roughly the
order of
σ1(A)
σn−r(A) . A particular case is thematrixM = (A,−b)of the linear systemAy − zb = 0provided
that the vector b can be viewed as random and independent of the SVD of the matrix A and that the
scaled ratio
‖b‖
‖A‖ is neither large nor small. Then the value cond M is expected to be of the order of
σ1(A)
σn−1(A) . A solution
(
y
1
)
to the above linear system deﬁnes the solution y to the linear system Ay = b.
4. Preprocessing via augmentation
Nextwe extend Theorem 3.1 and some other previous results to the augmentationmap A ⇒ K =(
A U
S W
)
rather than A ⇒ A + UVH . Similar extensions can be immediately obtained for the dual
augmentation A ⇒ K˜ =
(
W S
U A
)
= Jm+rKJn+r .
Theorem 4.1. For three integers m, n and r, m n r > 0, and three matrices U of size m × r, S of size
r × n, and nonsingularW of size r × r, let A be anm × nmatrix of a rankρ and let the (m + r) × (n + r)
matrix K =
(
A U
S W
)
have full rank n + r. Let K(I) be a left inverse of the matrix K, so that K(I)K = I. Then
relationships (3.1) hold, that is r  rank U  n − ρ = nul A, and
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N(A) ⊆ range(In, 0)K(I)
(
U
0
)
. (4.1)
Furthermore if Eq. (3.3) hold, that is if r = rank U = n − ρ = nul A, then
B = (In, 0)K(I)
(
U
0
)
is a nmb(A). (4.2)
Proof. rank U  n − ρ because rank K = n + r  rank A + rank U + rank (S,W), rank A = ρ , and
rank (S,W) r. This proves bound (3.1) because clearly rank U  r.
Now let y ∈ N(A) and z = −W−1Sy. Then K
(
y
z
)
=
(
Ay + Uz
Sy + Wz
)
=
(
Uz
0
)
, and so y = (In, 0)K(I)
(
Uz
0
)
.
This proves property (4.1).
Property (4.2) follows from (3.3) and (4.1) because rank
(
(In, 0)K
(I)
(
U
0
))
 rank U. 
Corollary 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold, except possibly for Eq. (3.3), and let
B = (In, 0)K(I)
(
U
0
)
. Then BX is a ca(A) if X is a ca(AB). Furthermore X is a ca(AB) if BX is a ca(A) and if
rank B = r.
The proof of this result mimics the proof of Corollary 3.1, whereas Theorem 3.3 is extended as
follows.
Theorem 4.2. Assume ﬁve positive integers m, n, q, r and ρ such that ρ  nm and q = min{n, r + ρ},
a set Δ of cardinality |Δ| in a ring R, and ﬁve matrices A ∈ Rm×n of rank ρ , U in Rm×r , S in Rr×n, W in
Rr×r , and K =
(
A U
S W
)
. Then
(a) rank K  q + r,
(b) rank K = q + r with a probability of at least 1 − 2r|Δ| if either the entries of the three matrices U, S
andW have been randomly sampled from the setΔ or the entries of the matrices U andW have been
randomly sampled from this set and S = U,
(c) rank K = q + r with a probability of at least 1 − r|Δ| provided the matrix (A, U)
(
resp.
(
A
S
))
for a
ﬁxed matrix U (resp. S) has a rank of at least q and the entries of the matrices S and W (resp. U and
W) have been randomly sampled from the set Δ.
Proof. Part (a) follows from the simple bounds rank (A, U) q and rank K  r + rank (A, U). Clearly
both parts (b) and (c) hold where all the random entries are replaced with indeterminates. It remains
to apply Lemma 3.2 to complete the proof. 
We omit the straightforward extensions of Remarks 3.1 and 3.2.
The following factorizations are readily veriﬁed and enable extension of a large part of our study
from A-preprocessing to preprocessing by augmentation (cf. [61] on related study).
Theorem 4.3. Assume that K =
(
A U
S W
)
is an (m + r) × (n + r) matrix, W is a nonsingular r × r
matrix, VH = −W−1S, C = A + UVH. Then
K =
(
A U
−WVH W
)
= diag(Im,W)Ûdiag(C, Ir)V̂ (4.3)
and consequently
diag(C, Ir) = U˜diag(Im,W−1)KV˜ , (4.4)
C = (Im, 0)U˜diag(Im,W−1)KV˜
(
In
0
)
, (4.5)
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where Û =
(
Im U
0 Ir
)
, U˜ = Û−1 =
(
Im −U
0 Ir
)
, V̂ =
(
In 0
−VH Ir
)
, and V˜ = V̂−1 =
(
In 0
VH Ir
)
, and the
matrix K has full rank if and only if the matrix C has full rank.
Corollary 4.2. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 4.3 hold and thematrices C and K have full rank. Then
K+ = V˜diag(C+, Ir)U˜diag(Im,W−1), (4.6)
diag(C+, Ir) = V̂K+diag(Im,W)V̂ , (4.7)
C+ = (Im, 0)V̂K+diag(Im,W)V̂
(
In
0
)
. (4.8)
Under the assumptions of Corollary 4.2, we can express the matrix A+ via the matrix K+ by
combining Eqs. (2.4) and (4.8).
Corollary 4.3. Under the assumptions of Corollary 4.2 let ‖C‖ = ‖W‖ = 1 and ‖U‖ = ‖V‖ γ for a
scalar γ. Then we have
(a) rank K = r + rank C,
(b) cond K  (1 + γ )4(condW)cond C, and
(c) cond C  (1 + γ )4(condW)cond K.
Note that (1 + γ )4 = 16 for γ = 1, (1 + γ )4 < 4 for γ = 0.4.
Proof. Part (a) immediately follow from Eq. (4.3).
(b)Wehavecond (diag(C, Ir)) = cond C andcond (diag(In, W)) = condW because‖C‖ = ‖W‖ =
1. Furthermore we have ‖Û‖ = ‖Û−1‖ 1 + γ , ‖V̂‖ = ‖V̂−1‖ 1 + γ . Therefore cond Û 
(1 + γ )2, cond V̂ (1 + γ )2. Now part (b) follows from Eq. (4.3) and Theorem 2.3.
Part (c) follows from equation (4.4) because cond (diag(C, Ir)) = cond C. 
By combining Theorem 3.12 and Corollary 4.3, we deduce that for Gaussian random and properly
scaledmatrices S, U, andW , the value cond K is expected tobeof theorder of cond A = σ1(K)/σn−r(A).
It is instructive to reverse the augmentation where we seek a nmb(K) for an (n + r) × (n + r)
matrix K =
(
A U
S W
)
of rank n having nonsingular diagonal block A of the size n × n. Then the matrix
B =
(
A−1U
−Ir
)
is a nmb(K). Indeed, (A, U)B = 0 and all rows in the lower block (S,W) of the matrix K
are linear combinations of the rows of the upper block (A, U).
This gives us an approach to computing a nmb(K), which, however, fails (resp. is prone to numer-
ical problems) where the matrix A is rank deﬁcient (resp. ill conditioned). Unlike preprocessing by
augmentation, in this case we have no random parameters involved with which we could have ﬁxed
such a deﬁciency (cf. [62] on some remedies).
Remark 4.1. Unlike A-preprocessing, augmentation is ﬂop-free and allows us to completely preserves
the input matrix structure. Furthermore augmentation is always performed error-free, but with rea-
sonable effort we can deﬁne error-free A-preprocessing aswell. E.g., we can ﬁll the random (or random
sparse and structured) matrices U or V with shorter numbers. Furthermore we can make the compu-
tation of the A-modiﬁcation C multiplication-free by ﬁlling the matrices U or V with short integers,
say just with −2,−1, 0, 1, and 2 (cf. Example 3.1). The power of A-preconditioning is still preserved
for such APPs according to the analysis and experiments in [58,59].
5. Perturbation and error estimates
In this subsection, for the sake of completeness of our presentation in Section 6.6, we recall some
basic estimates for the errors and perturbations in matrix computations. We assume computations in
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the ﬁeld of real numbers (cf. [40,88, p. 447] on the extension to computations in the complex ﬁeld).
We cover estimates for the general rectangular input, but in view of Section 3.2 the reader may omit
a large part of this material and rely just on the simpler estimates for the square inputs.
Hereafter ﬂ(W) = ﬂu(W) denotes the result of ﬂoating point computation of the matrix or vector
W by a ﬁxed algorithm assuming the unit roundoff u (also called machine epsilon), and we write
γn = nu1−nu .
For amatrixA = (aij)ij wewrite |A| = (|aij|)ij , so thatA 0 ifA = |A|.We employ thematrix norms‖ · ‖l for l = 1, 2,∞, F and recall that ‖A‖l = ‖|A|‖l for l = 1,∞, F and that ‖A‖ ‖B‖ if |A| B (cf.
[76, p. 53]).
Theorem 5.1 (Cf. [29, Section 3.5]). For a pair of n × n matrices A and B and a vector v of dimen-
sion n, we have ‖ﬂ(Av) − Av‖l  γn‖A‖l‖v‖l , l = 1,∞, and ‖ﬂ(AB) − AB‖l  γn‖A‖l‖B‖l , l = 1, 2, F ,
assuming classical matrix-by-matrix and matrix-by-vector multiplication.
The followingbasic perturbation estimate enables standard extensionof thebackwarderror bounds
to relative error bounds for the computed solution or least squares solution of a linear system of
equations. This bound is behind most of the error estimates in this subsection.
Theorem5.2 (Cf. [29, Section 7.1, p. 121]). Let Ax = v and (A + Δ(A))x˜ = v + Δ(v) for a pair of nonsin-
gular matrices A and A + Δ(A) and two vectors v andΔ(v) such that ‖Δ(A)‖l  ‖A‖l , ‖Δ(v)‖l  ‖v‖l
for l = 1, 2,∞ and cond lA < 1. Then ‖(x˜−x)‖l‖x˜‖l  2 cond lA1−cond lA .
We also recall some error estimates for the ﬂoating point computation of the solutions and least
squares solutions to linear systems of equations, which are more favorable in the case of square input
matrices.
Theorem 5.3 (Cf. [29, Theorem 8.5, 76, Section 3.4.2, Eq. (4.5)]). For an n × n nonsingular triangular
matrix T, let the ﬂoating point solution x˜ = ﬂ(x) to the linear system Tx = v be computed by means
of substitution with any ordering (in n2 ﬂops). Then (T + Δ(T))x˜ = v, |Δ(T)| γn|T|. Furthermore we
have
‖x˜−x‖l‖x˜‖l  1.12nucond lT for l = 1,∞, F.
Theorem 5.4 (Cf. [29, Theorems 9.3 and 9.4, 76, Theorem 3.4.9]).
(a) Suppose Gaussian elimination (with or without pivoting) applied to an m × n matrix A runs to
completion (by using (m − n/3)n2 + O(mn) ﬂops) and outputs triangular factors L˜ of size m × n
and U˜ of size n × n. Then L˜U˜ = A + Δ(A), |Δ(A)| γn |˜L||U˜|.
(b) If m = n and the computation produces ﬂoating point solution x˜ = ﬂ(x) to a linear system Ax =
v, then (A + Δ(A))x˜ = v, |Δ(A)| 3γn |˜L||U˜|. Furthermore ‖A(x˜−x)‖l‖x˜‖l  1.12(3 + 1.12nu)nu‖L‖l‖U‖l for l = 1,∞, F.
For Gaussian elimination with rook and complete pivoting (which use from about 2n2 to 1
3
n3
comparisons) the factor g(A) = ‖L‖l‖U‖l‖A‖l does not grow very rapidly with n. Even with partial piv-
oting (which uses (n − 1)n/2 comparisons) we always have ‖L‖l  1, whereas according to empirical
evidence the norm ‖U‖l usually has order 10 [27, p. 116].
Theorem 5.5 (Cf. [29, Theorems 10.3, 10.5, and 10.6]).
(a) Suppose Cholesky factorization applied to a real symmetric and positive deﬁnite n × n matrix A =
(aij)
n
i,j=1 runs to completion (by using 13n
3 + O(n2) ﬂops) and outputs n × n triangular factor R˜.
Then R˜R˜T = A + Δ(A) where |Δ(A)| γn+1 |˜RT ||˜R|.
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(b) If the computation is extended to produce ﬂoating point solution x˜ = ﬂ(x) to a linear systemAx = v,
then (A + Δ(A))x˜ = v, |Δ(A)| γ3n+1 |˜RT ||˜R| and |Δ(A)| γn+11−γn+1
∑n
i=1 aii. Furthermore
‖D(x˜ − x)‖
‖Dx‖ 
condH
1 − condH ,
where D2 = diag(aii)i, A = DHD,  = n γ3n+11−γn+1 , and condH < 1.
Theorem 5.6
(a) Suppose the Householder QR algorithm applied numerically with rounding to a nonsingular m × n
matrix A = (aj)nj=1, m n (performs 2(m − n3 )n2 + O(mn) ﬂops and) outputs m × n trapezoidal
factor R˜ = ﬂ(R). Then there exists an m × m unitary matrix Q such that QR˜ = A + Δ1(A) where
Δ1(A) = (Δ(aj))nj=1 and‖Δ(aj)‖ γcn2‖aj‖ for j=1, . . . , nandascalar c (cf .[29, Theorem 19.4]).
(b) If the latter computations with rounding are extended to computing ﬂoating point least squares
solution x˜ = ﬂ(x) to a linear system Ax = v, then this is the exact least squares solution to the
linear system (A + Δ(A))x˜ = v + Δ(v)where ‖Δ(v)‖ γcn2‖v‖ and ‖Δ(a)j‖ γcn2‖aj‖ for j =
1, . . . , n and a scalar c (cf. [29, Theorem 19.5]), and furthermore
(c) ‖Δ(A)‖F (6m − 3n + 41)nu‖A‖F + O(u2), ‖Δ(v)‖(6m − 3n + 40)nu‖v‖ + O(u2) (cf .[33, Chapter 16]).
Theorem 5.7 (Cf. [29, Theorem 19.13]). Suppose the Modiﬁed Gram–Schmidt QR algorithm applied to
an m × n matrix A of rank nm (performs 2mn2 + O(mn) ﬂops and) computes with rounding the
factors Q˜ = ﬂ(Q) of the size m × n and R˜ = ﬂ(R) of the size n × n. Then there exists a unitary matrix Q
and scalar parameters c1, c2, c3, and c4 depending on m and n such that Q˜ R˜ = A + Δ1(A) and QR˜ = A +
Δ2(A), ‖Δ1(A)‖ c1u‖A‖, ‖Q˜ T Q˜ − I‖ c2ucond A + O((ucond A)2), and ‖Δ2(aj)‖ c3u‖aj‖,
j = 1, . . . , n.
Theorem 5.8 (Cf. [29, Section 20.2, p. 385]). Suppose that least squares solution x˜ = ﬂ(x) to a linear
system Ax = v of m equations with n unknowns is computed (in 2(m − n/3)n2 + O(mn) ﬂops) by the
Householder algorithm applied with rounding where A is an m × n matrix A of full rank nm. Then there
is a constant c such that
‖Ax˜ − v‖mγcmn‖|Ax| + |v|‖ + (1 + mγcmncond AT )‖Ax − v‖ + O(u2).
The latter estimate is readily extended to bound the error norm
‖x˜ − x‖ = ‖x˜ − A+v‖ ‖A+‖‖Ax˜ − v‖. (5.1)
In 1967 Å. Björk deduced similar estimates for the solution computed in 2mn2 + O(mn) ﬂops based
on the Modiﬁed Gram-Schmidt algorithm instead of Householder’s (cf. [2, 29, Section 20.3]).
By using the normal or corrected seminormal equations, one can obtain the solution in (m +
n/3)n2 + O(mn) ﬂops within the error norm bound ‖x˜ − x‖ of the orders
cm,n(cond A)
2u‖x‖ (5.2)
for a scalar cm,n depending onm and n [29, Section 20.4] and
(2n1/2(c1 + 2n + m/2)
(
2n1/2(c1 + n)‖x‖ + n1/2m‖v‖‖A‖
)
(cond A)3u2
+(n1/2ucond A)
(
n‖x‖ + mcond A‖v − Ax‖‖A‖
)
+ n1/2u‖x‖)(1 + O(ucond A))
provided c1 = (6m − 3n + 40)n + O(u) and c1n1/2ucond A < 1 (cf. [1]), respectively.
We conclude with the following perturbation estimates by Wedin 1973 (cf. [29, Theorem 20.1]).
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Theorem 5.9. Let x and y denote the least squares solutions to two linear systems Ax = v and (A +
Δ(A))y = v where ‖Δ(A)‖ ‖A‖, both m × n matrices A and A + Δ(A) have full rank nm, and
cond A < 1. Then
‖x−y‖
‖x‖ 
cond A
1−cond A
(
2 + (cond A + 1) ‖v−Ax‖‖A‖‖x‖
)
.
6. Null bases via A-preprocessing
In this section we compute nmbs based on randomized A-preprocessing, Theorems 3.1 and 4.2
and Corollary 3.1. We specify our algorithms by employing the left inverses C(I) and K(I) given by the
Moore–Penrose generalized inverses C+ and K+, respectively, but any other choice of the left inverses
can be used instead.
6.1. The auxiliary least squares computations, symmetrization and matrix structure
One of our basic steps is the computation of an m × r least squares solution Y = C+U to the
linear matrix equation CY = U where C = A + UVH is an m × n matrix of full rank. We can reduce
our problem to the case where m = n, C+ = C−1 (see Section 3.3), and then we would just compute
the matrix C−1U. Alternatively we can choose among various effective numerical methods for the
least squares task [3, 27, Section 5.3; 29, Chapter 20; 33, 76, Section 4.2]. Even though cond (CHC) =
cond (CCH) = (cond C)2, the symmetrizations C ⇒ CHC and C ⇒ CCH (leading to normal and
corrected seminormal equations) are still competitive for general well conditioned matrices C. (“The
most widely usedmethod for solving the full rank LS problem is themethod of normal equations” [27,
p. 238], and “it is safe to say that the majority – a great majority – of least squares problems are solved
by forming and solving the normal equations” [76, p. 298].)
The structure of a matrix C may deteriorate a little, but is not lost in the symmetrization, which
at most doubles the displacement rank drA,B(M) and makes similar impact on the bandwidth and the
rank of a matrix (cf. the deﬁnitions in Section 2.2).
Theorem 6.1 (Cf. [52, Section 4.7]).We have drA,A(C
HC) 2drA,B(C) and drB,B(CCH) 2drA,B(C).
Theorem 6.2 (Cf. [21, Theorem 4.1]). Let a matrix C have a lower bandwidth (resp. lower rank) l = lC and
anupperbandwidth (resp.upper rank)u = uC .Then lG  l + uanduG  l + u forG = CHC andG = CCH.
Proof. Clearly, lA = uAH = uAT for anymatrix A, in particular lCH = uC and lC = uCH . Now the theorem
follows because lAB  lA + lB and uAB  uA + uB for anymatrix product AB. (Transposition of thematri-
ces A, B, and AB shows equivalence of the two latter inequalities.) For bandedmatrices the inequalities
follow from the inclusionDsDt ⊆ Ds+t . HereDq is the class of matrices whose nonzero entries can
appear only on their qth subdiagonal for q 0 and only on their (−q)th superdiagonal for q 0. Lemma
6.1 completes the proof of the theorem. 
Lemma 6.1. lAB  lA + lB for a pair of rank structured matrices A and B of compatible sizes.
Proof. We assume dealing with n × nmatrices A and B. (Rectangular matrices can be embedded into
square matrices banded with zeros.) Represent a subdiagonal block Vh = (vij)n−1,n−h−1i=n−h,j=0 of the matrix
V = AB as AhBh + ÂhB̂h where
Ah = (aij)n−1,n−h−1i=n−h,j=0 , Bh = (bjk)n−h−1,n−h−1j=0,k=0 ,
Âh = (aij)n−1,n−1i=n−h,j=n−h, B̂h = (bjk)n−1,n−h−1j=n−h,k=0 .
Observe thatAh and B̂h aresubdiagonalblocksof thematricesAandB, respectively. Therefore rank Ah  lA
and rank B̂h  lB. Consequently rank (AhBh) rank Ah  lA, rank (̂AhB̂h) rank B̂h  lB, and rank Vh =
rank (AhBh + ÂhB̂h) rank (AhBh) + rank (̂AhB̂h) lA + lB. 
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6.2. Error-free computation of nmbs
In this subsectionwe cover symbolic error-free computation of nmbs in a ﬁxed ﬁeld F, e.g., the ﬁeld
of rational, real or complex numbers. We begin with a simpler case where we are given the nullity of
an input matrix.
Algorithm 6.1. Computing a nmb given the nullity.
Input: three integers m and n, a small positive δ, an m × n matrix A, and the integer r = nul A
wherem n > r  0.
Output: either FAILURE with a probability of at most δ or a nmb(A).
Initialization: Set k ⇐ 1. Fix a smaller positive integer ν (say, ν = 1 or ν = 2) and a sufﬁciently
large set Δ of rational, real or complex numbers such that (2/|Δ|)ν  δ.
Computations:
1. Randomly sample from the set Δ the entries of two matrices, U of the size m × r and V of
the size n × r.
2. Compute thematrix C = A + UVH . If thismatrix is rank deﬁcient, then either output FAILURE
and stop if k ν or otherwise set k ⇐ k + 1 and go to Stage 1.
3. Compute the matrix C+U. Compute and output a matrix basis for its range and stop.
Remark 6.1. The computation of the matrix V at Stage 1 can be omitted, but ifm n and the matrices
C, U and V have full ranks, we can compute the matrix VHC+ and test whether it is a left nmb(A),
that is whether VHC+A = 0. If m = n, we can recall Corollary 3.2 and modify Algorithm 6.1 and its
latter extension to compute both left and right nmbs by using the matrix G = Ir − VHC+U instead
of the matrices AC+U and VHC+A. This remark can be applied to our subsequent algorithms as
well.
Unless it fails, the algorithm produces a nmb due to Theorem 3.1. The algorithm invokes Stage 2
at most ν times. In each invocation, it fails with a probability of at most 2|Δ| due to Theorem 3.3b for
r = 1, that is the overall probability of failure is at most (2/|Δ|)ν  δ. This proves correctness of the
algorithm.
In each invocation of Stage 1, it generates (m + n)r random parameters in the case of general APP
UVH , but as in all other our algorithms, we need much fewer parameters for a sparse or structured APP (cf.
Example 3.1).
If the nullity nul A is unknown, we can recall Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 and compute it as
(i) the minimum integer r such that the matrix C = A + UVH has full rank for some APP UVH of
rank r,
(i′) theminimum integer r such that thematrix C = A + UVH is likely to have full rank for a random
APP UVH of rank r,
(ii) the rank of an APP UVH such that the matrix C = A + UVH has full rank and AC+U = 0,
(ii′) the rank of an APP UVH such that the matrix C = A + UVH has full rank and the matrix AC+Ux
vanishes with a probability near one for a random vector x.
Next, assuming some initial range [r−, r+] for the nullity r = nul A such that 0 r−  r  r+  n −
1, we generate randommatrices U of the sizem × i and V of the size n × i for i changing in this range
until we arrive at a matrix C = A + UVH of full rank and such that AC+U = 0. It remains to choose a
policyof search for thenullity r in this range.Wespecify twoalgorithms thatperformlinear (sequential)
search based on properties (i) and (ii) above, where we successively let i = r−, r− + 1, . . . , r or i =
r+, r+ − 1, . . . , r, respectively (seeRemark6.2andAlgorithm6.4on theaccelerationof the search).One
canmodify the algorithmsby adding randomization and relying onproperties (i′) and (ii′), respectively.
The algorithms employ a black box Subroutine FULL·RANK that tests whether a given matrix has full
rank (cf. Remark 6.5).
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Algorithm 6.2. A nmb via the nullity search from below.
Input: four integers m, n, r−, and r+ such that m n > r+ > r−  0, a small positive δ, an m × n
matrix A such that r+  r = nul A r−, and a Subroutine FULL·RANK.
Output: either FAILURE with a probability of at most δ or the integer r = nul A and a nmb(A).
Initialization: Set q ⇐ r−. Fix a sufﬁciently large set Δ of rational, real or complex numbers
such that 2
r++1
|Δ|  δ. Sample from this set the entries of random matrices U of the size m × q and V
of the size n × q. Compute the matrix C = A + UVH . (If r− = 0, then U and V are the dummy empty
matrices of the sizesm × 0 and n × 0, respectively, and C = A.)
Computations:
1. Apply the Subroutine FULL·RANK to the matrix C.
2. If the matrix C is rank deﬁcient, then either output FAILURE and stop if q = r+ or otherwise
randomly sample the entries of two vectors u = (ui)mi=1 and v = (vi)ni=1 from the set Δ,
set C ⇐ C + uvH, U ⇐ (U, u), V ⇐ (V, v) (cf. Remark 6.1), and q ⇐ q + 1, and go to
Stage 1.
3. If the matrix C has full rank, compute the matrices C+U and AC+U. If AC+U /= 0, output
FAILURE. Otherwise compute and output an n × r matrix basis B for range(C+U), where
r  q. (B is the n × 0 empty matrix if r = 0.) Output the integer r and stop.
In the case of general APP UVH the algorithm generates (m + n)r− random parameters at the
Initialization Stage and thenm + n new random parameters in each invocation of Stage 2.
rank C = rank A + r− at the initialization stage with a probability of at least 1 − 2 r−|Δ| , due to
Theorem3.3b for r = r−, whereas in every recomputation of thematrixC (at Stage 2) its rank increases
with a probability of at least 1 − 2|Δ| , due to Theorem 3.3b for r = 1. This means a probability of at
least
(
1 − 2|Δ|
)r+−r−+1 (
1 − 2 r−|Δ|
)
> 1 − 2 r++1|Δ|  1 − δ that rank C = n after all updatings of the
matrix C. In this case the algorithm produces correct output in virtue of Theorem 3.1. Correctness of
the output is certiﬁed at Stage 3, when we test whether AC+U = 0. Otherwise, with a probability of
at most δ, the algorithm outputs FAILURE (and so it works as we claimed).
Algorithm6.2 tests property (i) of the nullity nul AwhereC = A + UVH and theAPPsUVH have rank
recursively increasing from r−. Our next algorithm tests property (ii) for the matrices C = A + UVH
where the APPs UVH have ranks recursively decreasing from r+.
Algorithm 6.3. A nmb via the nullity search from above.
Input and Output as in Algorithm 6.2.
Initialization: Set q ⇐ r+. Fix a sufﬁciently large setΔ of rational, real or complex numbers such
that
4r+−2r−
|Δ|  δ. Sample from this set the entries of random matrices U of size m × q and V of size
n × q and compute the matrix C = A + UVH .
Computations:
1. Apply Subroutine FULL·RANK to the matrix C. If the matrix is rank deﬁcient, output FAILURE
and stop. Otherwise compute the matrices C+U and AC+U.
2. If AC+U = 0, compute and output an n × r matrix basis B for the range(C+U), output the
integer r, and stop. (B is the n × 0 empty matrix if r = 0.)
3. Otherwise if q = r−, output FAILURE and stop. If q > r−, update the matrices U and V by
removing their last columns u and v, respectively. Set C ⇐ C − uvH, q ⇐ q − 1, and go
to Stage 1.
In the case of a general APP UVH the algorithm generates (m + n)r+ random parameters at the
Initialization Stage and then generatesm + n new random parameters in each invocation of Stage 2.
Unless it fails, the algorithm computes correct output due to Theorem 3.1. With a probability of
at least 1 − 2r+|Δ| the initialization produces a matrix C of full rank n, due to Theorem 3.3b for r = r+.
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With every update of the matrix C at Stage 3 its rank decreases with a probability of at least 2|Δ| , due
to Theorem 3.3b for r = 1. This means a probability of at least
(
1 − 2|Δ|
)r+−r−
that the rank decreases
in each of the r+ − r updatings. Therefore the algorithm produces correct output with a probability of
at least
(
1 − 2|Δ|
)r+−r− (
1 − 2 r+|Δ|
)
> 1 − 22r+−r−|Δ|  1 − δ. (Correctness is certiﬁed at Stage 2 when
we test whether AC+U = 0.) Otherwise the algorithm outputs FAILURE (and so it works as we claim).
The algorithm outputs FAILURE only if it encounters a rank deﬁcient matrix C, but according to the
above estimates this occurs with a low probability where the cardinality |Δ| is large, and similarly for
our next algorithm.
Remark 6.2. Both Algorithms 6.2 and 6.3 compute the nullity by means of the linear (sequential)
search in the range [r−, r+] based on properties (i) and (ii) of the nullity. We can achieve acceleration
by applying binary search. Furthermore whenever we update the matrix C by adding a matrix of a
rank h, we only need O(mnh) ﬂops to update also thematrix C+ (by applying SMW formula (2.4)). Our
next algorithm, based on Corollary 3.1, demonstrates yet another acceleration technique: it applies
aggregation to compute the nullity and a nmb(A).
Algorithm 6.4. A nmb via aggregation (see Section 6.3).
Input, Output, Initialization and Stages 1 and 2 of Computations are as in Algorithm 6.3, except
that at the Initializationwe require that 8
r+
|Δ|  δ.
Computations:
3. Otherwise apply the algorithm to the m × q matrix AC+U. (The algorithm can fail with a
probability of at most 2
q
|Δ|  2
r+
|Δ| .) Unless it fails, it computes an integer s q, a q × smatrix
X = nmb(AC+U), and the matrix H = C+UX , which is a ca(A). In view of Lemma 3.2, we
can expect that s = nul A and H is a nmb(A). To yield a veriﬁed nmb, apply the algorithm
supporting Fact 2.1 to the matrix H = C+UX and compute an s × r matrix Y such that HY is
a nmb(A). Then output the matrix HY and the integer r and stop.
Correctness of the algorithm follows from Fact 2.1, Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. Indeed in virtue
of Corollary 3.1, H = C+UX is a ca(A). Lemma 3.2 implies that C+U is a matrix of full rank with a
probability of at least 1 − q|Δ| . If it has full rank, then so does the matrix C+UX , because X is a nmb. In
this case H = C+UX is a nmb(A). Otherwise HY is a nmb(A) in virtue of Fact 2.1.
Remark 6.3. Computing the residual matrix AC+U takes (2n − 1)mr ﬂops if we are given the matrix
C+U, but if m = n > 2r (so that C+ = C−1) we have U(VHC−1U − Ir) = −AC−1U, and so we can
compute just the matrix G = Ir − VHC−1U by using 2(2r − 1)nr + r ﬂops.
Remark 6.4. To compute a single null vector rather than a nmb, we can ﬁx a vector c and compute the
vector C+Uc instead of thematrix C+U in Algorithms 6.1–6.4, and similarly we can simplify Stage 3 of
Algorithm 6.4. We can reapply the same algorithm to the matrix
(
A
yH
)
to obtain another null vector.
Indeed for a ﬁxed null vector y ∈ N(A), its orthogonal complement in the null space N(A) is given by
the null space of the matrix
(
A
yH
)
. We can continue this process recursively until the computed null
vectors form a nmb(A).
Remark 6.5. The Subroutine FULL·RANK is used in Algorithms 6.3 and 6.4 only as a stopping criterion
at Stages 1 or 2. Instead of applying it, we can implicitly test whether the matrix C is rank deﬁcient
by trying to compute the matrix C+U. If the computation fails, then the matrix C is deﬁnitely rank
deﬁcient. Otherwise it has full rank with a probability near one.
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6.3. Null aggregation
Unless AC+U = 0 at Stage 2, Algorithm 6.4 is a new instance in the general class of aggrega-
tion/disaggregation methods that successively (a) aggregate an input I into an input I1 of a smaller
size, (b) compute the solution Y1 for a given task, but for the aggregated input I1, and (c) disaggregate
the aggregated solution Y1 producing the solution Y for the original input I. At Stage (b) one can
recursively reapply aggregation.
In applications to matrix computations, one can seek a matrix W that reduces a linear system
Ay = b to a system By1 = f of a smaller size such that y = Wy1. In this case I = A, I1 = W, Y1 = y1,
andY = y. Recursively such an approachhas led to thehierarchial aggregationprocesses in [38],which
in the 1980s served as the springboard for Algebraic Multigrid.
For another example, SMW formula (2.4) deﬁnes the Schur aggregation in [56], where I = A, I1 =
G, Y1 = G−1, and Y = A−1, with the aggregate G being the Schur complement in the input matrix A.
Algorithm6.4 deﬁnesNull Aggregation, where I = A, I1 = AC+U, Y1 = X , andY = C+UX . Ifm = n,
one can alternatively choose I1 = G = Ir − VHC+U (cf. Remark 6.1). Fact 2.1(b) deﬁnes aggregation
of a matrix A into its complete annihilator H, in which case I = H, I1 = XH .
Trilinear aggregating in [46,47] has supported the design of the fastest known theoretical and prac-
tical algorithms for matrix multiplication in [12,30,34]. The method works by ﬁrst reducing matrix
multiplication to tensor decomposition and then compressing the associated tensors by means of
special aggregation techniques. This was one of the ﬁrst demonstrations of the power of the transition
to higher dimensional (tensor) representations of matrix computations. On a highly effective recent
demonstration of this power see [45].
6.4. Numerical computation of nmbs: initial comments
Suppose our algorithms have been performed numerically, with rounding errors. Let B + E denote
the output matrix where B = nmb(A) and E denotes the error matrix. Then generically A(B + E) =
AE /= 0 and furthermore the computed matrix C˜ = ﬂ(A + UVH) has full rank even where rank U =
rank V < nul A.
In the next subsection we modify Algorithms 6.1–6.4 to accommodate these changes. Instead of
testing whether the matrix C is rank deﬁcient and whether AC+U = 0, we apply two Subroutines
ILL·CONDITIONED and NORM. For two ﬁxed tolerance values τ and t, they test whether
τ cond C > 1 (6.1)
(which means that a rank deﬁcient matrix approximates the matrix C within the norm bound τ‖C‖)
and whether the residual norm ‖AB‖ is small enough, namely whether
‖AB‖ t‖A‖‖B‖. (6.2)
In virtue of Theorem 3.3 randomized A-preprocessing A ⇒ C = A + UVH ﬁxes degeneracy with a
probability near one if rank (UVH) nul A. In virtue of Corollary 3.5 and Theorems 3.11 and 3.12, this
preprocessing, applied to the well conditioned rank deﬁcient matrix A, is expected to produce a well
conditioned A-modiﬁcation C (of full rank) under proper scaling of the APP, and then the matrices
C + E must be also well conditioned if the ratio ‖E‖/‖C‖ is small.
We further comment on the two subroutines and the tolerance bounds in Section 6.6.
6.5. Numerical computation of nmbs: algorithms
Let us specify numerical versions of Algorithms 6.1–6.4 for general matrices A and C (cf. Section 9
on the case of structured inputs A). Remarks 6.1–6.5 can still be readily extended.
Algorithm 6.5. Computing a numerical nmb given the nullity.
Input: three integers m, n, and r, an m × n matrix A of rank n − r, such that m n > r = nul A, a
small positive tolerance t, and a Subroutine NORM.
Output: either FAILURE or an n × r matrix B such that bound (6.2) holds.
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Initialization: Set k ⇐ 1. Fix a small positive integer ν (say, ν = 1 or ν = 2) and a sufﬁciently
large set Δ of real or complex numbers.
Computations:
1. Generate two randommatrices, U of sizem × r and V of size n × r, with the entries from the
set Δ. Compute the matrices U ⇐ ‖A‖‖U‖U, V ⇐ V‖V‖ , and C ⇐ A + UVH .
2. Compute the matrices B = C+U and AB.
3. Apply the Subroutine NORM to the matrix AB. If bound (6.2) holds, output the matrix B and
stop. Otherwise either output FAILURE and stop if k ν or set k ⇐ k + 1 and go to Stage 1
if k < ν .
Unless it fails, the algorithm veriﬁes correctness of its output at Stage 3. The failure can occur for
two reasons: (a) because of an unlikely unlucky choice of the APP UVH or (b) because the precision
of computing was too low to ensure the selected tolerance bound t on the residual norm. The same
comments apply to our next algorithms as well.
In Algorithm 6.5 we assume that we are given the nullity r = nul A. In our next numerical coun-
terparts of Algorithms 6.2–6.4 we compute the nullity. In Algorithm 6.6 we expect to invoke at least
r − r− ill conditioned matrices C of full rank that satisfy bound (6.1), whereas Algorithm 6.7 involves
such matrices with a probability near zero. Then again (cf. Remark 6.2), we can update the matrix C
and its inverse in Algorithms 6.6 and 6.7 at a lower arithmetic cost based on SMW formula (2.4).
Algorithm 6.6. A numerical nmb via the nullity search from below.
Input: four integers m, n, r−, and r+ such that m n > r+  r−  0, an m × n matrix A such that
r+  nul A r−, two small positive values t and τ , and two Subroutines NORM and ILL·CONDITIONED.
Output: either FAILURE or an integer r such that r+  r  r− and an n × r matrix B such that bound
(6.2) holds.
Initialization: Set q ⇐ r−. Fix a sufﬁciently large setΔ of real or complex numbers. Sample from
this set the entries of random matrices U of size m × q and V of size n × q, scale these matrices to
have ‖U| ≈ ‖A‖ and ‖V‖ ≈ 1, and compute the matrix C = A + UVH . (If r− = 0, then U and V are
the empty matrices of the sizesm × 0 and n × 0, respectively, and C = A.)
Computations:
1. Apply the Subroutine ILL·CONDITIONED to the matrix C.
2. If cond C > 1
τ
, then either output FAILURE and stop if q r+ or, otherwise, sample from the
setΔ the entries of two random column vectors u = (ui)mi=1 and v = (vi)ni=1, scale them and
append to thematricesU andV as follows,u ⇐ u
γ ‖u‖ forγ =
√
q, v ⇐ v‖v‖ , U ⇐ (U, u)
and V ⇐ (V, v). Set C ⇒ C + uvH and q ⇐ q + 1, and go to Stage 1.
3. If cond C  1
τ
, then compute the n × qmatrix B = C+U and set r = q.
4. Compute the matrix AB and apply the Subroutine NORM to this matrix. If bound (6.2) holds,
output the integer r and the matrix B and stop. Otherwise output FAILURE and stop.
Algorithm 6.7. A numerical nmb via the nullity search from above.
Input and Output are as in Algorithm 6.6.
Initialization: Set q ⇐ r+, ﬁx a sufﬁciently large set Δ of numbers, sample from this set the
entries of randommatricesU of sizem × q and V of size n × q, scale thesematrices to have ‖U| ≈ ‖A‖
and ‖V‖ ≈ 1, and compute the matrix C = A + UVH .
Computations:
1. Apply the Subroutine ILL·CONDITIONED to the matrix C.
2. If cond C > 1
τ
, then output FAILURE and stop. Otherwise compute the n × qmatrix B = C+U.
3. Compute the matrix AB and apply the Subroutine NORM to this matrix. If bound (6.2) holds,
output the integer r = q and the matrix B and stop.
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4. Otherwise output FAILURE and stop if q = r−. If q > r−, update the matrices U and V by
removing their last columns u and v, respectively. Update the matrix C by setting C ⇐
C − uvH , set q ⇐ q − 1, and go to Stage 1.
Algorithm 6.8. A numerical nmb via aggregation (Cf. Section 6.3).
Input, Output, Initialization, and Stages 1, 2 and 3 of Computations are as in Algorithm 6.7,
except that the input includes a small positive integer ν and that an additional parameter COUNTER is
initialized at zero.
Computations:
4. Otherwise stop and output FAILURE if COUNTER exceeds ν . Otherwise set COUNTER
⇐ 1+COUNTER and apply the same algorithm to the m × q matrix AB but with another
tolerance bound. Namely, unless the algorithmoutputs FAILURE, require that it output a q × r
matrix X such that r−  r  q and ‖ABX‖ t‖A‖‖BX‖. Then set B ⇐ BX , output the integer
r and the n × r matrix B and stop.
Remark 6.6. According to our study in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, the randommatrices U, V , and B in Algo-
rithms 6.5–6.8 are expected to bewell conditioned, but to yield additional numerical stabilization one
can orthogonalize them, which takes low cost if an upper bound r+ on the numerical nullity nnul A
is small.
6.6. Numerical computation of nmbs: the error and tolerance bounds
Bound (6.1) holds if and only if our A-modiﬁcation does not decrease the value cond C to the desired
level. Bound (6.2) shows us that the matrix B approximates a nmb(A) within a ﬁxed tolerance to the
residual norm. By employing these two bounds we can extend rules (i), (i′), (ii), and (ii′) in Section 6.2
to numerical computations.
To test bound (6.1) we can apply the effective condition estimators in [13, Section 3.5.4; 29, Chapter
15; 76, Section 5.3] or extend our comments in Remark 6.5 respectively.
Let us link bounds (6.1) and (6.2) to the respective error estimates based on the results in Section
5. Let Δ(M) = ﬂ(M) − M denote the error matrix in ﬂoating-point computation of a matrix M with
rounding to a ﬁxed (e.g., the IEEE standard double) precision. Assume that the matrices A, U, and V
have been normalized by scaling so that ‖A‖ = ‖UVH‖ = 1 and therefore ‖C‖ 2. Further assume
that Δ(C) = 0, thus ignoring the smaller errors in computing the matrix C (cf. Remark 4.1). Write
κ− = ‖C+‖. To simplify the estimates, ignore the terms of higher orders in the unit roundoff u and
write cm,n for the bounds that depend on the dimensions m and n, but otherwise are independent of
the matrix C.
By combining the estimates in Section 5 for the errors in computing matrix products and the
solutions and least squares solutions to linear systemsof equations,weobtain that‖Δ(C+)‖ cm,nuκ−
and ‖Δ(AC+U‖ cm,nu‖A‖κ−.
We can decrease the value u and therefore the output residual norm bounds if we increase the
precision of computing. Alternatively we can stay with the double precision computations but apply
fast advanced algorithms in [17,29,32,41,60,73,74] (which rapidly compute sums and products error-
free or with high accuracy) and the extended iterative reﬁnement in [56, Section 9] for the solution of
the auxiliary well conditioned linear systems of equations.
Remark 6.7. The error estimates are more favorable in the case of square (nonsingular) matrices C,
and this can motivate using the respective techniques in Section 3.3.
6.7. Computation of nmbs via augmentation
Wecan readily replaceA-preprocessing in Algorithms 6.1–6.8with preprocessing by augmentation,
but we only specify such a modiﬁcation for Algorithm 6.1.
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Algorithm 6.9. Computing a nmb given the nullity via augmentation (cf. (4.2)).
Input, Output, and Initialization as in Algorithm 6.1.
Computations:
1. Randomly sample from the set Δ the entries of three matrices, U of the size m × r, S of the
size n × r, andW of the size r × r.
2. Compute thematrix K =
(
A U
S W
)
. If thismatrix is rank deﬁcient, then either output FAILURE
and stop if k ν or otherwise set k ⇐ k + 1 and go to Stage 1.
3. Compute the matrix (In, 0)K
+(U
0
)
. Compute and output a matrix basis for its range and stop.
7. Approximating nmbs and the tails and heads of the SVD. Approximation bymatrices of smaller
ranks and by structured matrices and A-preconditioning
7.1. Approximation of nmbs and the tails and heads of the SVD
Suppose A˜ = A + E is a perturbation of an n × n matrix A of a rank ρ and the ratio ‖E‖/σρ(A)
is small. Let A = SΣTH and A˜ = S˜Σ˜ T˜H be the SVDs. Write T = (tj)nj=1, Tr = (tj)nj=n−r+1, T(n−r) =
(tj)
n−r
j=1 , T˜ = (t˜j)nj=1, T˜r = (t˜j)nj=n−r+1, T˜(n−r) = (t˜j)n−rj=1 . Now if r = nnul A˜, then the linear space
T˜n−r,r = rangeT˜r closely approximates the null space N(A) [27, Theorem 8.6.5; 77, Section 3.3.1], and
we can extend some of our earlier study to A-preprocessing A˜ ⇒ C˜ = A˜ + UVH . E.g., for r˜  r, nnul C˜
is expected toequal r − r˜ assuming randomandproperly scaledmatricesU ∈ Cm×r˜ andV ∈ Cn×r˜ .We
can obtain similar extensions of Corollary 3.5 and Theorem3.12. Furthermore, based on Theorem4.3 or
directly (cf. [61]) we can extend these results to preprocessing by augmentation A˜ ⇒ K˜ =
(
A˜ U
S W
)
for random and properly scaled matrices U, S, andW .
Further assume that A-modiﬁcation C = A + UVH has full rank n and is well conditioned,
range(C+U) = N(A), and theperturbation C˜+ − C+ hasa smallnorm(seeSection7.4on the respective
estimates in terms of the norm ‖E‖). Then clearly R˜ = range(C˜+U) ≈ N(A) ≈ T˜n−r,r = rangeT˜r (the
r-tail of the matrix A˜), whereas the orthogonal complement of the linear space R˜ approximates the
linear space T˜0,q = rangeT˜(q) (the q-head of the matrix A˜) for q = n − r.
We can directly approximate the linear space T˜0,q by range((C˜−)+HU) where (C˜−)+H = (˜A+H +
UVH)+H, U ∈ Cm×q, V ∈ Cn×q, m n, and q = nnul (A+H) (cf. (2.6)). This follows because the q-head
T˜0,q of anm × nmatrix A˜ of full rank coincideswith the q-tail of thematrix A˜+H form n q. Onemay
prefer dealing with n × q rather than n × r matrices U and V where q  r or may prefer application
of the dual (rather than standard) SMW formulae (see Section 11.6).
7.2. Approximation by matrices of smaller ranks and by structured matrices
Suppose we are given an m × n matrix A˜ for m n, its numerical nullity r, a scaled random APP
UVH of rank r deﬁning a well conditioned A-modiﬁcation C˜ = A˜ + UVH of full rank, and a unitary
matrix Q (e.g., Q = Q (˜B) for B˜ = C˜(I)U in (3.4)) that closely approximates a nmb(A)where A denotes
an unknown nearby matrix of rank ρ = n − r for r > 0. (Alternatively we can approximate a nmb(A)
by applying the augmentation techniques in Theorem 4.1.) Then the linear space range(I − QQH) =
N(QH) of dimension ρ closely approximates range A˜, and so we can approximate the matrix A˜with its
orthogonal projection A˜(In − QQH) (of rank ρ) onto this orthogonal complement.
Alternatively, one can at ﬁrst compute the matrix (C˜−)+ = (˜A+ + ÛV̂H)+ for a scaled random
APP ÛV̂H of rank ρ (cf. equation (2.6) for UVH replaced by ÛV̂H), then compute the unitary matrix
Q̂ = Q((C˜−)+Û) of rank ρ (to approximate the ρ-tail of the matrix A˜+ or equivalently the ρ-head
of the matrix A˜), and ﬁnally approximate the matrix A˜ with the matrix A˜Q̂ Q̂H of rank ρ , which is the
orthogonal projection of thematrix A˜ onto the range of thematrix Q̂ . This is most attractive where the
integer ρ is small, e.g., where we seek a small-rank approximation A = M − BMF to the displacement
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A˜ = M˜ − BM˜F of a matrix M˜ that lies near a structured matrix M having a small displacement rank
ρ [51,66]. Having such an approximation available we can immediately approximate the matrix M˜ by
the structured matrixM.
7.3. Approximate nmbs and A-preconditioning
Let us comment on approximating a nmb(A) by means of Algorithms 6.7 and 6.8. Suppose an
m × n input matrix A has full rank, is ill conditioned, and has numerical nullity r = nnul A, r < nm.
Suppose twomatricesU of sizem × r and V of size n × r are random and properly scaled and have full
rank r. In view of Sections 3.4 and 3.6 we can expect that the matrix C = A + UVH has full rank and
is well conditioned. Then the ratio t = ‖AB‖‖A‖‖B‖ is small for B = Q(C+U) (cf. (3.2)), that is the matrix B
closely approximates a nmb(A).
We detect if r > nnul A by observing that the ratio
‖AB‖
‖A‖‖B‖ is not small. If so, we can set r ⇐ r + 1
and recursively reapply the same algorithm to the matrix A until we yield a matrix B such that the
ratio is small (cf. Algorithm 6.7).
Alternatively we can reapply the algorithm to the matrix AB to compute the matrix X = nmb(AB),
and then we can obtain and output the matrix BX ≈ nmb(A) (cf. Algorithm 6.8). In this way we
conﬁne our numerical problems to the computations of and with the matrix AB of a smaller size. Such
computations require high accuracy [56, Section 7], but (as we recalled in Section 6.6) we can stay
with double precision computations by employing the effective algorithms in [17,29,32,41,60,73,74]
for sums and products and the extended iterative reﬁnement in [56].
7.4. Perturbation and residual norm estimates in approximation of nmbs
Next we estimates the norm ‖(C + E)+ − C+‖ in terms of the norms ‖E‖ and ‖E‖F . Here and
hereafter ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm, ‖M‖ ‖M‖F √ρ‖M‖ for a matrixM of a rank ρ .
Lemma 7.1. Let C and C + E be two matrices of full rank. Then
δ+‖E‖ = ‖(C + E)+ − C+‖ ‖(C + E)+ − C+‖F  2‖E‖F max{‖C+‖2, ‖(C + E)+‖2}.
Proof. See [27, Section 5.5.5] for δA = E. 
Lemma 7.2. Suppose C is a nonsingular matrix, E is amatrix of the same size, and ‖C−1E‖ = θ < 1. Then
‖I − (C + E)−1C‖ θ
1−θ , so that δ+‖E‖ = ‖(C + E)−1 − C−1‖ θ1−θ ‖C−1‖.
Proof. See [76, Theorem 1.4.18] for P = −C−1E. 
In the remainder of this subsection we directly link the perturbation norms ‖E‖ and ‖E‖F with the
relative residual norm ‖AC+Ux‖/(‖A‖‖C+Ux‖). We assume that A is a full rank approximation of a
rank deﬁcient matrix A − E and simplify our notations by dropping the character “tilde" and writing
A and C instead of A˜ and C˜.
Theorem 7.1. Assume an m × n matrix A for m n and an APP UVH such that the A-modiﬁcation C =
A + UVH has full rank n. Then the vector y − C+Ay lies in the space range(C+U).
Proof. Postmultiply thematrix equationC = A + UVH byy, premultiply it byC+, substituteC+C = In,
and obtain that y = C+Ay + C+Uz for z = VHy. 
The theorem implies that a vector y lies near the space range(C+U) provided the norm ‖Ay‖ is
small and the norm ‖C+‖ is not very large. Conversely, our next theorem bounds the norm ‖Ay‖ for
the vectors y ∈ range(C+U).
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Theorem 7.2. For positive integers m, n, and r where m n, a pair of m × nmatrices A and E, and a pair of
unitarymatricesU of sizem × r andV of size n × r,write C = A + UVH andassume that r = nul (A − E),
the matrix C has full rank,
‖A‖ = 1, δ = ‖E‖F < σ− = σn(C) = 1‖C+‖  ‖C‖ 2
and y = C+Ux for a normalized vector x. Then ‖Ay‖ τ‖A‖‖y‖ where τ  δ + (4 + 4δ) δ
(σ−−δ)2 (for
m n), and if m = n, then τ  δ + (1 + δ) δ
σ−−δ .
Proof. We have (A − E)(C − E)+Ux = 0 in virtue of Theorem 3.1 (cf. (3.4)). Therefore, Ay = Ey + z
where
z = (A − E)y = (A − E)C+Ux = (A − E)(C+ − (C − E)+)Ux.
It follows that ‖z‖ ‖A − E‖‖C+ − (C − E)+‖(1 + δ)‖C+ − (C − E)+‖because ‖E‖ ‖E‖F = δ,‖A‖ = 1, and consequently ‖A − E‖ ‖A‖ + ‖E‖ 1 + δ.
Moreover, 2‖y‖ ‖y‖‖C‖ ‖Cy‖, and since Cy = Ux for m n, we obtain that 2‖y‖ ‖Ux‖ =
1. Furthermore, ‖(C − E)+‖ 1
σ−−δ , ‖C+‖ = 1σ− . Combine all these estimates with Lemma 7.1 and
obtain the claimed bound on τ form n.
Form = nwe have C+ − (C − E)+ = (I − (C − E)−1C)C−1, and therefore z = (A − E)(I − (C −
E)−1C)C−1Ux. Substitute y = C+Ux and obtain z = (A − E)(I − (C − E)−1C)y. Consequently ‖z‖
‖A − E‖‖I − (C − E)−1C‖‖y‖. To estimate the norm ‖I − (C − E)−1C‖, apply Lemma 7.2 and sub-
stitute the bound ‖C−1E‖ ‖C−1‖‖E‖ δ
σ− . Combine the resulting estimate for the norm ‖z‖ with
the bound ‖A‖ 1 + δ and the equation Ay = Ey + z and obtain the theorem form = n. 
8. Generating and improving A-preconditioners
8.1. Improving A-preconditioners via orthogonalization
Let us come back to the notations of Section 7.1, where A is an n × n rank deﬁcient matrix with
a positive nullity r < n, whereas A˜ = A + E is an ill conditioned matrix of full rank. Then we can
obtain a crude A-preconditioner and the integer nnul A˜, e.g., by extending the algorithms in Section 6
to approximation of nmbs. In this subsection we reﬁne such an A-preconditioner.
Suppose that U and V be a pair of unitary matrices and UVH is an APP of the rank r such that the
A-modiﬁcation C = A + UVH has full rank.Wemayhave cond C > cond A and even cond C  cond A,
but the following transform serves as a remedy,
(U ⇐ Q(C+U), V ⇐ Q(C+HV)). (8.1)
With the new APP UVH the A-modiﬁcation C = A + UVH still has full rank and, in virtue of our
next theorem, shares the condition number with the matrix A.
Theorem 8.1. Assume an n × nmatrix A of a rankρ < n such thatσ1(A) 1 σρ(A) and let U and V be a
pair of n × r unitary matrices such that r = n − ρ = nul A and the matrix C = A + UVH is nonsingular.
Let U1 = Q(C+U) and V1 = Q(C+HV) denote the respective updates of the matrices U and V according
to policy (8.1). Then the matrix A + U1VH1 is nonsingular and cond (A + U1VH1 ) = cond A.
Proof. Due to Theorem 3.1, the updated matrices U1 and V1 remain the right and left nmbs for the
matrix A, respectively. Let A = ∑ρj=1 σjsjtHj be an SVD of the matrix A. Write U1 = (uj)rj=1 and V1 =
(vj)
r
j=1 and obtain the SVD of the matrix A + U1VH1 =
∑r
j=1 ujvHj +
∑ρ
j=1 σjsjtHj . Theorem 8.1 follows
because r = n − ρ and σ1  1 σρ . 
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Suppose the singularmatrixA in this theorem iswell conditioned. Then so is the nonsingularmatrix
A + U1VH1 as well as all nearby matrices. Therefore, the APP U1VH1 preconditions all ill conditioned
matrices A˜ = A + E lying near the matrix A provided nnul A˜ = rank (U1VH1 ). According to the test
results in [58, Table 7.2], transformation (8.1) substantially increases the preconditioning power of an
APP U1V
H
1 for such an average matrix A˜ and for U = U1, V = V1.
8.2. Generating and improving A-preconditioners via inﬂation and compression
Suppose we have an upper bound r+ on the unknown number r = nnul A of small (positive and
zero) singular values σn−r+1(A), . . . , σn(A) of anm × n input matrix A form n. To approximate an r-
tail of thematrix A, we can generate a scaled randomAPPUVH of rank r+, compute the A-modiﬁcation
C = A + UVH , approximate the matrix C+U, and test whether the matrix AC+U has a small norm
(within a ﬁxed tolerance bound). If not so, we can choose a candidate integer r < r+ and approximate
the r-tailTn−r,r of the matrix A by extending transform (8.1) to the compression of the APP as follows.
Flowchart 8.1. Inﬂation/Compression of an APP (cf. [90]).
1. (Generation of an inﬂated APP.) Generate an APP UVH of rank r+.
2. (Approximation of a nmb.) Compute two unitary or well conditioned matrix bases T(U) and
T(V) for the r-tails of the matrices AC+U and AHC+HV, respectively. (Ifm = n and the matrices
U and V are unitary, then in virtue of Corollary 3.2 we can compute just the left and right r-tails
of the matrix G = Ir+ − VHC+U.)
3. (Compression.) Compute and output the new generators U ⇐ Q(C+UT(U)) and V ⇐
Q(C+HVT(V)) and the new APP UVH.
If we have no target integer r, we can apply the ﬂowchart recursively, say for r = 1, 2, . . ., until the
matrix AC+U vanishes or nearly vanishes.
Wang in [90] has applied an algorithm similar to Flowchart 8.1 to 10 × 10 Hilbert input matrices
A =
(
1
i+j−1
)10
i,j=1 and has consistently arrived at cond C ≈
σ1(A)
σ10−r+ (A)
in his extensive tests for various
choices of positive r+  10 and r < r+.
Random APPs UVH whose rank exceeds nnul A is a safe initial choice for obtaining a well condi-
tioned matrix C = A + UVH according to our tests. Flowchart 8.1 complements this choice to yield
A-preconditioners of rank nnul A.
9. A-preprocessing and matrix sparseness and structure
Suppose an input matrix A as well as an APP UVH can be multiplied by a vector fast. (This property
holds for APPs of small ranks as well as sparse and structured APPs of any rank, e.g., the APPs in
Example 3.1.) Then we can multiply the A-modiﬁcation C by a vector fast, and this makes iterative
algorithms attractive for computing thematrices C+U andVHC+. In particular the iterative reﬁnement
and the Conjugate Gradient algorithms become attractive if such a structured preprocessing turns an ill
conditioned sparse or structured matrix A into its well conditioned A-modiﬁcation C.
Direct algorithms can be also effective as long as we preserve matrix structure in A-preprocessing
and the subsequent computation of a nmb, that is in the computation of the APP UVH and either the
matrices C = A + UVH, VHC+, C+U, G = I − VHC+U, and G−1 or the matrices H = I + VHAU, H−1,
(C−)+ = A − AUH−1VHA, and A+ = C− − UVH where we assume that these matrices have full rank
(cf. Section 2.5). This involves only a small number ofmatrix additions,multiplications, and inversions.
They do not destroy matrix structure (although usually spoil it a little), and we can perform these
operations fast. We can employ APPs in Example 3.1 in Section 3.6 and the techniques of displacement
transformations (cf. Remark 2.1) to match the structure of the input matrix A.
In the augmentation A ⇒ K =
(
A U
S W
)
where W ∈ Cr×r (cf. Remark 2.1), we can even more
readilypreserve the structureof thematrixAbychoosingappropriatematricesW, S andU. Inparticular
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we can obtain Toeplitz, Hankel, Vandermonde, or Cauchy matrix K if so is the matrix A, and this still
allows 2r random parameters (or r in the Vandermonde case). Now assume a Toeplitz-like matrix
A and its expression via its displacement A − ZAZT = ∑dk=1 gkhTk (cf. (2.2)), augment every column
vector gk as well as hk for k = 1, . . . , d by appending r random coordinates at its bottom (for a total of
2dr random parameters), and then deﬁne the Toeplitz-like matrix K =
(
A U
S W
)
via expression (2.3)
for e = f = 0, W ∈ Cr×r , and the matrices S, U, and W randomized with 2dr random parameters.
Similar augmentations of matrices A with the structures of Hankel, Vandermonde, and Cauchy types
also preserve the structure type and displacement rank allowing s(r, d) random parameters where
s(r, d) equals 2dr, (2d + 1)r, and 2(d + 1)r for matrices with the structures of Hankel, Vandermonde,
and Cauchy types, respectively (cf. [52, Section 4.4] on representations of such matrices via their
displacements).
Clearly we can also preserve sparseness as well as the sparseness structure in the augmentation;
in particular we can involve s(r, d) = (l + u + 1)r new random entries and still preserve a lower
bandwidth l and an upper bandwidth u.
Finally assume an n × n structured ill conditioned matrix A with exactly r singular values that
are small relatively to the norm ‖A‖ (we count every singular value with its multiplicity). Then the
structured matrices VHC+ of size r × n and C+U of size n × r approximate some matrix bases for
the left and right r-dimensional singular spaces associated with the r smallest singular values of the
matrix A. This holds even where these singular spaces have no structured matrix bases.
10. Numerical experiments
In a series of numerical experiments performed in the Graduate Center of the City University of
New York, we tested our algorithms for computing nmbs and null vectors of general and Toeplitz
matrices. The tests were conducted on a Dell server with a dual core 1.86 GHz Xeon processor and 2G
memory runningWindows Server 2003 R2. The test Fortran codewas compiledwith the GNU gfortran
compilerwithin theCygwinenvironment. Randomnumbersweregeneratedwith the random_number
intrinsic Fortran function assuming the uniform probability distribution over the range [−1, 1) = {x :
−1 x < 1}. To shift to the range {y : b y a + b} for ﬁxed real a and b, we applied the linear
transform x ⇒ y = ax + b. CPU time was measured with the mclock function. We computed QR
factorizations and SVDs by applying the LAPACK procedures DGEQRF and DGESVD, respectively. The
reader can download our codes from http://comet.lehman.cuny.edu/vpan/.
In Tables 10.1–10.7 we display the mean values over 100 tests for each input. In Tables 10.3–10.7
we also display the minimum (min), the maximum (max), and the standard deviations (std) of these
values.
10.1. Generation of singular structured matrices
We present our test results for random singular circulant and symmetric Toeplitz matrices. Similar
tests with random general Toeplitz matrices have produced similar results [62].
(a) Generation of singular circulant input matrices
For n = 2h being the powers of two, we generated real singular n × n circulant matrices A =
(ai,j)
n−1
i,j=0 by ﬁxing their ﬁrst columns a as follows. For every odd integer i = 2j − 1, we randomly
Table 10.1
CPU time (in cycles) for computing null vectors of circulant matrices.
Size Alg. 6.9 QR SVD QR/Alg. 6.9 SVD/Alg. 6.9
256 3.0 18.8 261.5 6.3 87.2
512 7.3 147.9 4220.9 20.3 578.2
1024 16.1 1538.3 70452.5 97.1 4445.8
2048 35.5 11748.3 – 342.1 –
4096 78.7 – – – –
8192 170.4 – – – –
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Table 10.2
CPU time (in cycles) for computing null vectors of symmetric Toeplitz matrices.
Size Alg. 6.9 QR SVD QR/Alg. 6.9 SVD/Alg. 6.9
256 4.7 18.0 291.5 3.8 62.0
512 6.9 148.9 4728.4 21.6 685.3
1024 15.7 1536.9 78653.3 98.6 5046.2
2048 35.3 11747.8 – 343.2 –
4096 79.4 – – – –
8192 170.4 – – – –
Table 10.3
Residual norms for 64 × 64 unstructured matrices.
Class Type Min Max Mean Std
1 n 9.6 × 10−16 3.0 × 10−11 6.6 × 10−14 9.8 × 10−13
1 s 8.7 × 10−16 2.8 × 10−12 2.1 × 10−14 1.1 × 10−13
2 n 3.8 × 10−15 7.8 × 10−12 1.0 × 10−13 4.1 × 10−13
2 s 3.8 × 10−15 5.7 × 10−12 9.7 × 10−14 3.9 × 10−13
3 n 1.1 × 10−13 1.6 × 10−10 8.5 × 10−12 1.4 × 10−11
3 s 1.2 × 10−14 2.9 × 10−10 1.6 × 10−12 1.3 × 10−11
4 n 9.7 × 10−14 1.8 × 10−10 8.9 × 10−12 1.5 × 10−11
4 s 1.4 × 10−14 3.8 × 10−10 2.0 × 10−12 1.5 × 10−11
Table 10.4
Residual norms for 128 × 128 unstructured matrices.
Class Type Min Max Mean Std
1 n 5.9 × 10−15 1.2 × 10−11 1.1 × 10−13 5.7 × 10−13
1 s 1.9 × 10−15 8.1 × 10−12 5.6 × 10−14 3.6 × 10−13
2 n 5.9 × 10−15 7.5 × 10−11 2.1 × 10−13 2.4 × 10−12
2 s 4.6 × 10−15 8.0 × 10−12 1.1 × 10−13 4.5 × 10−13
3 n 1.0 × 10−12 2.4 × 10−10 1.6 × 10−11 1.7 × 10−11
3 s 6.1 × 10−14 3.0 × 10−10 2.9 × 10−12 1.3 × 10−11
4 n 1.2 × 10−12 2.4 × 10−10 1.7 × 10−11 1.8 × 10−11
4 s 8.1 × 10−14 2.9 × 10−10 4.2 × 10−12 1.5 × 10−11
Table 10.5
Residual norms for 64 × 64 unstructured matrices (in computations with iterative reﬁnement and extended precision).
Class Type Min Max Mean Std
1 n 4.0 × 10−53 5.2 × 10−49 6.0 × 10−50 1.6 × 10−49
1 s 1.9 × 10−59 6.3 × 10−47 6.3 × 10−48 2.0 × 10−47
2 n 1.0 × 10−14 1.5 × 10−13 5.2 × 10−14 4.6 × 10−14
2 s 4.1 × 10−14 3.5 × 10−12 4.9 × 10−13 1.0 × 10−12
3 n 2.4 × 10−50 8.9 × 10−43 9.9 × 10−44 3.0 × 10−43
3 s 2.8 × 10−55 3.0 × 10−43 3.0 × 10−44 9.4 × 10−44
4 n 2.9 × 10−13 1.6 × 10−12 6.4 × 10−13 4.0 × 10−13
4 s 9.7 × 10−13 9.4 × 10−11 1.7 × 10−11 2.9 × 10−11
sampled the value ai,0 in the range [−1, 1) and then set ai,0 = ai−1,0 for all even i. A factorization in
[11] implies that the resulting circulant matrices are singular.
(b) Generation of symmetric Toeplitz matrices with nullity one.
Togenerateann × n real symmetric singularToeplitzmatrix,weﬁrst sampledn − 1randomentries
a0,j = aj,0 for j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2 in the range [−1, 1), then deﬁned the (n − 1)2 entries ai+1,j+1 =
ai,j for i, j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2, and set an−1,0 = a0,n−1 = 0, to obtain an n × n real symmetric Toeplitz
matrix A0 = (ai,j)n−1i,j=0. Thenwe computed the entries x0,0 and x0,n−1 of its inverse A−10 = (xi,j)n−1i,j=0 and
changed the pair of the (n − 1, 0)th and the (0, n − 1)st entries into an−1,0 = a0,n−1 = −1/(x0,0 +
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Table 10.6
Residual norms for 128 × 128 unstructured matrices (in computations with iterative reﬁnement and extended precision).
Class Type Min Max Mean Std
1 n 1.8 × 10−56 2.3 × 10−45 2.3 × 10−46 7.3 × 10−46
1 s 6.9 × 10−57 3.9 × 10−44 4.9 × 10−45 1.4 × 10−44
2 n 2.0 × 10−14 4.2 × 10−12 5.9 × 10−13 1.3 × 10−12
2 s 4.9 × 10−14 1.8 × 10−11 3.3 × 10−12 6.4 × 10−12
3 n 2.4 × 10−55 7.9 × 10−49 1.1 × 10−49 2.5 × 10−49
3 s 1.6 × 10−52 3.9 × 10−47 5.7 × 10−48 1.4 × 10−47
4 n 1.7 × 10−13 2.0 × 10−11 4.0 × 10−12 6.3 × 10−12
4 s 3.2 × 10−13 1.3 × 10−11 3.3 × 10−12 4.6 × 10−12
Table 10.7
r-Tails of the SVDs and approximation by a nearby matrix of rank n − r to an n × nmatrix A having numerical nullity r.
r cond (A) or rrni n Min Max Mean Std
1 cond(A) 64 2.38 × 10+02 1.10 × 10+05 6.25 × 10+03 1.68 × 10+04
1 cond(A) 128 8.61 × 10+02 7.48 × 10+06 1.32 × 10+05 7.98 × 10+05
1 cond(A) 256 9.70 × 10+02 3.21 × 10+07 3.58 × 10+05 3.21 × 10+06
1 rrn1 64 4.01 × 10−10 1.50 × 10−07 5.30 × 10−09 1.59 × 10−08
1 rrn1 128 7.71 × 10−10 5.73 × 10−07 1.58 × 10−08 6.18 × 10−08
1 rrn1 256 7.57 × 10−10 3.2 × 10−07 1.69 × 10−08 5.02 × 10−08
1 rrn2 64 1.07 × 10−08 4.71 × 10−06 1.46 × 10−07 4.90 × 10−07
1 rrn2 128 3.64 × 10−08 3.05 × 10−05 8.35 × 10−06 3.29 × 10−06
1 rrn2 256 8.25 × 10−08 3.30 × 10−05 1.72 × 10−06 5.03 × 10−06
1 rrn3 64 4.01 × 10−10 1.50 × 10−07 5.30 × 10−09 1.59 × 10−08
1 rrn3 128 7.71 × 10−10 5.73 × 10−07 1.58 × 10−08 6.18 × 10−08
1 rrn3 256 7.57 × 10−10 3.22 × 10−07 1.69 × 10−08 5.02 × 10−08
8 cond(A) 64 1.26 × 10+03 1.61 × 10+07 2.68 × 10+05 1.71 × 10+06
8 cond(A) 128 2.92 × 10+03 3.42 × 10+06 1.58 × 10+05 4.12 × 10+05
8 cond(A) 256 1.39 × 10+04 8.75 × 10+07 1.12 × 10+06 8.74 × 10+06
8 rrn1 64 3.39 × 10−10 2.27 × 10−06 2.74 × 10−08 2.27 × 10−07
8 rrn1 128 4.53 × 10−10 1.91 × 10−07 1.03 × 10−08 2.79 × 10−08
8 rrn1 256 8.74 × 10−10 1.73 × 10−07 7.86 × 10−09 1.90 × 10−08
8 rrn2 64 3.90 × 10−08 1.47 × 10−04 1.79 × 10−06 1.47 × 10−05
8 rrn2 128 9.56 × 10−08 2.97 × 10−05 1.50 × 10−06 4.12 × 10−06
8 rrn2 256 2.99 × 10−07 3.91 × 10−05 2.56 × 10−06 5.70 × 10−06
8 rrn3 64 1.54 × 10−09 7.59 × 10−06 8.87 × 10−08 7.58 × 10−07
8 rrn3 128 1.82 × 10−09 7.27 × 10−07 2.95 × 10−08 8.57 × 10−08
8 rrn3 256 2.62 × 10−09 3.89 × 10−07 2.27 × 10−08 5.01 × 10−08
32 cond(A) 64 1.77 × 10+03 9.68 × 10+06 1.58 × 10+05 9.70 × 10+05
32 cond(A) 128 1.65 × 10+04 6.12 × 10+07 1.02 × 10+06 6.19 × 10+06
32 cond(A) 256 3.57 × 10+04 2.98 × 10+08 4.12 × 10+06 2.98 × 10+07
32 rrn1 64 2.73 × 10−10 3.29 × 10−08 2.95 × 10−09 4.93 × 10−09
32 rrn1 128 3.94 × 10−10 1.29 × 10−07 7.18 × 10−09 1.64 × 10−08
32 rrn1 256 6.80 × 10−10 4.00 × 10−07 1.16 × 10−08 4.27 × 10−08
32 rrn2 64 2.59 × 10−08 2.11 × 10−06 2.07 × 10−07 3.29 × 10−07
32 rrn2 128 1.45 × 10−07 1.82 × 10−05 1.50 × 10−06 2.76 × 10−06
32 rrn2 256 3.84 × 10−07 7.06 × 10−05 5.27 × 10−06 1.14 × 10−05
32 rrn3 64 2.10 × 10−09 1.49 × 10−07 1.55 × 10−08 2.18 × 10−08
32 rrn3 128 2.79 × 10−09 3.80 × 10−07 3.81 × 10−08 6.57 × 10−08
32 rrn3 256 5.35 × 10−09 1.05 × 10−06 5.70 × 10−08 1.35 × 10−07
x0,n−1). (As we expected in virtue of Corollary 3.3, we always had (x0,0 + x0,n−1) det A0 /= 0 in our
tests. Had x0,0 + x0,n−1 = 0, we could have regenerated the matrix A0, whereas had it been singular,
we would have written A = A0 and output it.)
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The resulting matrix A = (ai,j)n−1i,j=0 had nullity one. Indeed, being a rank-one modiﬁcation of a
nonsingular matrix A0, it had nullity at most one, whereas Ax = 0 for x = A−10 (e0 + en−1) because
A = A0 − 1
x0,0 + x0,n−1 (e0e
T
n−1 + en−1eT0),
eTn−1x = xn−1,0 + xn−1,n−1, eT0x = x0,0 + x0,n−1, xn−1,0 = x0,n−1 (since the matrix X was symmet-
ric), and xn−1,n−1 = x0,0 (since the matrix X was persymmetric, that is since the matrix XJ was
symmetric).
10.2. Augmentation of singular Toeplitz matrices and the computation of their null vectors
We computed null vectors of the matrices A from Section 10.1 based on Algorithm 6.9 for r = 1.
The computation preserved the Toeplitz structure and the symmetry but not the circulant structure of
circulant inputs. (We could have immediately computed the null vectors of a circulant matrix based
on its factorization in [11], but instead we used circulant inputs just as additional representatives of
the class of Toeplitz inputs.) Namely, we ﬁrst generated singular circulant and symmetric Toeplitz
matrices A according to the previous subsection and randomly sampled scalars s0 = u0 in the range
[−1, 1). Then we deﬁned the (n + 1) × (n + 1) Toeplitz matrices K = (ki,j)ni,j=0 =
(
A u
sT w
)
where
the entries w and the vectors s = (si)n−1i=0 and u = (ui)n−1i=0 were completely deﬁned by the matrices
A and scalars s0 = u0 due to the Toeplitz conditions ki+1,j+1 = ki,j for all i, j = 0, . . . , n − 1. To every
such a matrix K we applied our Algorithm 6.9 for r = 1, U = uT , S = s, andW = w to compute a null
vector of the matrix A given by the vector (In, 0)K
−1
(
u
0
)
. The computation amounted to the solution
of a nonsingular Toeplitz linear system of equations. For this task we applied the code in [81], based
on the algorithms in [31,82,83]. We also obtained the null vectors of the same matrices A based on
computing their QR factorizations and SVDs. We have a little decreased the CPU time by using QR
(rather than QRP) factorization. The latter one, that is QR factorization with pivoting (performed by
LAPACK procedures DGEQPF andDGEQP3) is recommended for dealingwith ill conditioned inputs [27,
Section 5.5], but we avoided them in our tests.
Remark 10.1. We could have employed two distinct parameters s0 and w0 (instead of the single one
s0 = w0) at the price of giving up the symmetry but not the Toeplitz structure.
10.3. Output data in the tests with Toeplitz matrices
Tables 10.1 and 10.2 cover our computation of null vectors for circulant and symmetric Toeplitz
input matrices, respectively. The tables show the CPU time of this computation for each of the three
methods based on Algorithm 6.9, QR factorization and SVD aswell as the ratios of these CPU time data.
The abbreviations “Alg. 6.9", “QR", and “SVD" point out to the respective algorithms. The ratios are
displayed in the last two columns of the table. The CPU time is measured in terms of the CPU cycles.
One can convert them into seconds by dividing them by a constant CLOCKS_PER_SEC, which is 1000
on our platform.
In all our tests the computed approximate null vectors y had relative residual norms
‖Ay‖
‖A‖‖y‖ of the
order of 10−17.
All data are average over 100 tests for each input size 2k from 256 to 8192. The table entries are
marked by a "-" where the tests required too long runtime and were not completed.
10.4. Generation of unstructured input matrices and APPs
For n = 64 and n = 128, we computed the n × n unstructured input matrices A numerically,
with double precision, as the products SΣTT (cf. [29, Section 28.3]). Here we generated random real
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orthonormal matrices S and T , being the Q-factors in the QR factorization of matrices with random
integer entries from the range [−104, 104) and with positive diagonal entries of the R-factors. We
deﬁned diagonal matrices Σ = diag(σi)ni=1 with the diagonal entries σ1, . . . , σ1 from one of the four
following classes.
Class 1. σi = 1i for i = 1, . . . , n − k, σi = 0 for i > n − k,
Class 2. σi = 1i for i = 1, . . . , n − k, σi = 10
−14
i−n+k for i > n − k,
Class 3. σi = 1i for i = 1, . . . , n − k − l, σi = 10
−9
i−n+k+l for i = n − k − l + 1, . . . , n − k, σi = 0
for i > n − k,
Class 4. σi = 1i for i = 1, . . . , n − k − l, σi = 10
−9
i−n+k+l for i = n − k − l + 1, . . . , n − k, σi =
10−14
i−n+k for i > n − k.
For each of these classes, besides generating random orthonormal matrices T independently of the
matrices S, we deﬁned T by setting T = S. Respectively we deﬁned Classes 1n, 1s, 2n, 2s, 3n, 3s, 4n,
and 4s where “n" stood for “nonsymmetric" and “s" for “symmetric".
In our tests we selected k = 24 and l = 20 for n = 64 and selected k = 48 and l = 40 for n = 128.
For every instance of the input matrix Awe computed the A-modiﬁcation matrix C = A + UVT for
random orthonormal n × r generators U and for V = U where r = k for Classes 1 and 2 and r = k + l
for Classes 3 and 4.
10.5. Computation and approximation of nmbs with A-preprocessing
For each pair {n, r}, n = 64 and n = 128, we tested 1000 instances of the input matrices A, U and
V deﬁned in the previous subsection.
In these tests we computed approximate nmbs by applying Algorithm 6.5 for Classes 1 and 2 and
Algorithm 6.8 for Classes 3 and 4. In the latter case we successively computed thematrices C−1U, G =
Ir − VTC−1U for r = k + l, an approximate nmb X for the matrix G, and ﬁnally the approximate nmb
C−1UX for the input matrix A.
In all caseswe estimated the ratios
‖AC−1U‖
‖A‖‖C−1U‖ and
‖AC−1UX‖
‖A‖‖C−1UX‖ , which are the relative residual norms
for the matrices A in Classes 1 and 2 and in Classes 3 and 4, respectively. We output their maximum,
minimum, and average values as well as the standard deviations for each algorithm and each case.
Tables 10.3 and 10.4 show the results of our tests performed with double precision and without using
the extended iterative reﬁnement from [56].
We have also run 100 tests for each of n = 64 and n = 128 and for the input matrices A where
we computed these matrices as the error-free products A = SΣTT and applied the extended iterative
reﬁnement at the stage of computing the matrices C−1U and G−1. Tables 10.5 and 10.6 display the
results of these tests. As we expected, in the case of matrices A of Classes 2 and 4, the residual norms
decrease only to the level of the smallest positive singular value σn, whereas in the case of matrices
A of Classes 1 and 3 these norms immediately went below the level achieved with the costly SVD-
based algorithms and then kept rapidly decreasing towards zero. (We stopped the iterative reﬁnement
process with the ratios at the levels well below 10−40.)
10.6. Approximation of the tails of the SVDs
We applied A-preprocessing to approximate the r-tails of the SVD of an n × n matrix A having
numerical nullity r (cf. Section 7.1) as well as to approximate this matrix with a matrix of rank n − r
(cf. Section 7.2).
For n = 64, 128, 256 we generated pairs of n × n random unitary matrices S and T and diago-
nal matrices Σ = diag(σj)nj=1 such that σj = 1/j, j = 1, . . . , n − r, σj = 10−10, j = n − r + 1, . . . , n.
Then we computed the input matrices A = SΣTT (with cond A = 1010) as well as the matrix bases
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Tr = T
(
0
Ir
)
for the r-tails of these SVDs. We also generated pairs of n × r randommatrices U and V for
r = 1, 8, 32, then scaled them to have the ratios ‖UVH‖/‖A‖neither large nor small, and computed the
matrices C = A + UVT , Br = C−1U, ABr , Y , BrY , BrY − Tr , Q = Q(Br), and AQQH = A − A(In − QQH)
where the matrices Y minimized the norms ‖BrY − Tr‖.
Table 10.7 displays the data on the values cond A and the relative residual norms rrn1 = ‖BrY−Tr‖‖BrY‖ ,
rrn2 = ‖ABr‖‖A‖‖Br‖ , and rrn3 = ‖AQQ
H‖
‖A‖ obtained in 100 runs of our tests.
11. Conclusion
We concludewith a brief summary of our present advances and some examples of their extensions
and applications, partly covered in the papers [61–63,70,71].
11.1. Brief summary
Standard solution algorithms for homogeneous linear systemsof equations rely onpivoting, orthog-
onalization or SVD, which are expensive particularly in the case of structured inputs. Our noncostly
alternative randomization techniques are expected to remove degeneracy of rank deﬁcient matri-
ces and to decrease substantially the condition number for quite a general class of ill conditioned
inputs.
Weproved these results for scaled randomgeneral preprocessorsbut inour extensive tests observed
the same power in the case of sparse and structured preprocessors deﬁned by a small number of
bounded integer parameters. This enabled dramatic acceleration of the standard algorithms in the
case of Toeplitz inputs, both in terms of the ﬂop count and the CPU time involved.
Our auxiliary techniques and our detailed analysis can be of independent interest, e.g., our
estimates for the impact of randomized preprocessing on condition numbers, its links to Newton’s
iteration and iterative reﬁnement, and our variations of the Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury classical
formula.
We extended our algorithms to some other fundamental matrix computations, yielding new in-
sights and signiﬁcant acceleration. The applications include acceleration of the solution of nonho-
mogeneous linear systems of equations, approximation of a matrix by a nearby matrix having a
smaller rank or a smaller displacement rank, eigen-solving by means of the inverse iteration, and
root-ﬁnding for polynomial and secular equations and for polynomial systems of equations via matrix
methods.
Some of these applications are brieﬂy covered in our next subsections. For more details and further
work see [56–59,61–63,70,71].
11.2. Eigen-solving
Matrixeigen-solving, that is approximationofeigenvaluesofamatrixandtheassociatedeigenspaces
is one of the two most fundamental problems in matrix computations [27,77]. The inverse power
iteration, also called the Rayleigh quotient (hereafter RQ) iteration is amongmost popular algorithms.
Given amatrix A and an approximation λ(0) to its simple eigenvalue, one can ﬁx a crude initial approx-
imation to its normalized associated eigenvector y(0), ‖y(0)‖ = 1 and recursively compute vectors x(i)
and y(i+1) and scalars λ(i+1) as follows,
x(i) = (A(i))−1y(i), y(i+1) = x
(i)
‖x(i)‖ , (11.1)
λ(i+1) = λ(i) + δ(i), δ(i) = (x
(i))HA(i)x(i)
‖x(i)‖2 (11.2)
for A(i) = A − λ(i)I, i = 0, 1, . . . .
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We can stop the iteration where
‖A(i)y(i)‖ t (11.3)
and t is a ﬁxed tolerance or t = t′|λ(i)| for a ﬁxed tolerance t′.
The iteration has local quadratic convergence and allows simpliﬁcations. In particular we can skip
checking criterion (11.3) where |δ(i)| > θ t for a ﬁxed scalar θ > 1. Furthermore we can ﬁx an integer
j such that eTj x
(i) /= 0 and simplify updating the eigenvalues as follows,
λ(i+1) = λ(i) + δ(i), δ(i) = e
T
j A
(i)x(i)
eTj x
(i)
. (11.4)
Practically we can choose the integer j maximizing the values |x(i)j | over a ﬁxed or random subset of
(say three) integers in the set {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Hereafter we call the ratio
eTj A
(i)x(i)
eTj x
(i) simple quotient or SQ versus the RQ
(x(i))HA(i)x(i)
‖x(i)‖2 in (11.2). By
replacing the RQ in (11.2) with the SQ in (11.4), we shift from the RQ to the SQ iteration. Under (11.1)
we can rewrite the RQ in (11.2) as
(x(i))Hy(i)
‖x(i)‖2 and the SQ in (11.4) as
eTj y
(i)
eTj x
(i) .
The cost of performing the RQ and SQ iterations is generally dominated at the stage of solving linear
system (11.1), which becomesmore andmore ill conditioned as the approximationsλ(i) converge to an
eigenvalue. The resulting growthof rounding errors does not destroys convergence, but ill conditioning
complicates or even precludes application of some highly effective iterations such as the Conjugate
Gradient algorithms and iterative reﬁnement.
A-preprocessing, however, is a natural remedy. Indeed in virtue of Corollary 2.1 we can shift from
the linear system in (11.1) to the following one,
z(i) = (C(i))−1u(i), y(i+1) = z
(i)
‖z(i)‖ (11.5)
for C(i) = A(i) + (u(i))Hv(i). According to the results in Section 3.6 the matrix C(i) tends to be well
conditioned in the case of a single isolated eigenvalue λ and random scaled APP u(i)(v(i))H .
We can keep expressing an update δ(i) of an approximate eigenvalue λ(i) via (11.2) or (11.4), but
under equations (11.5) we can alternatively employ the RQ or SQ,
δ(i) = α(i) (z
(i))Hu(i)
(z(i))Hz(i)
orδ(i) = α(i) e
T
j u
(i)
eTj z
(i)
, (11.6)
respectively, for α(i) = 1 − (v(i))Hz(i) and an integer j such that eTj z(i) /= 0.
In [70] local quadratic convergence of themodiﬁed iterations is proved provided one choosesu(i) =
y(i−1) for all i. According to the tests in [62,71], the number of iteration steps until convergence tends
to be of about the same order with and without the latter restriction as well as with and without
A-preprocessing. This gives upper hand to the SQ iterationwith A-preprocessing because its every step
is simpler.
Under Eq. (11.5) we can simplify stopping criterion (11.3) as follows,
|α(i)|‖u(i)‖ t‖z(i)‖ for α(i) = 1 − (v(i))Hz(i).
Indeed write r(i) = A(i)z(i) and C(i) = A(i) + u(i)(v(i))H , recall that C(i)z(i) = u(i), and obtain that
A(i)(C(i))−1 = I − u(i)(v(i))H(C(i))−1, r(i) = A(i)(C(i))−1u(i) = u(i) − u(i)(v(i))H(C(i))−1u(i) = u(i)
(1 − (v(i))Hz(i)), and ‖A(i)y(i)‖ = ‖r(i)‖‖z(i)‖ = |1 − (v(i))Hz(i)| ‖u
(i)‖
‖z(i)‖ .
Wherever the variation of the norms ‖u(i)‖ and ‖z(i)‖ is limited for some integer h and for all i h,
we can simplify the stopping criterion as follows, |α(i)| t ‖z(h)‖‖u(h)‖ .
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Insteadof aimingA-preprocessing at thedecrease of the conditionnumber, one candirect it towards
simplifying linear system (11.1). E.g., suppose A is an upper Hessenberg matrix H. Then with an APP of
rank one we can turn it into a 2 × 2 block triangular matrix with two Hessenberg diagonal blocks of
half size. In the next subsection A-preprocessing enables similar but more signiﬁcant simpliﬁcation of
the inverse iteration in its application to root-ﬁnding for polynomial and secular equations.
Like the RQ iteration itself, its latter modiﬁcations can be extended to approximating eigenspaces
associated with a multiple eigenvalue and more generally with a ﬁxed set of eigenvalues.
We refer the reader to [62,71] on further details and on variations of these iterations based on
Newton’s method.
11.3. Root-ﬁnding for polynomial and secular equations
Root-ﬁnding for a univariate polynomial p(x) = ∑ni=0 pixi = pn∏nj=1(x − λj), pn /= 0, is a classical
and highly important problem, equivalent to approximating the eigenvalues λ1, λ2, . . . , λn of the
associated companion or generalized companion matrices. This equivalence is the basis for some of
the most effective recent polynomial root-ﬁnders. In particular such a root-ﬁnder in [7] turned out
to be competitive even with Aberth’s (actually Börsch–Supan’s) algorithm, which is the basis for the
current best polynomial root-ﬁnders in the package MPSOLVE (described in [6]) for approximating
all roots of a polynomial. The root-ﬁnder in [7] has additional power for approximating only a single
root or only the roots in a ﬁxed region, and is highly effective also for solving the secular equation
associated with a polynomial p(x) [8,23,37]. Even a relatively minor acceleration of this algorithm can
give it upper hand and make it the root-ﬁnder of choice. Next we employ A-preprocessing towards
this decisive step.
First recall that the algorithms in [7] rely on application of RQ and SQ iterations (11.1)–(11.4) to the
Frobenius companionmatrix Fp = Z − peTn−1 or thegeneralized companionmatrixC = diag(si)ni=1 −
uvH (cf. Remark 11.1 below). Here p = (pi/pn)n−1i=0 , Z = F0 = (zi,j)n−1i,j=0 is the downshiftmatrix (cf. Sec-
tion 2.2), and one can choose any n-tuple of distinct scalars s1, . . . , sn (possibly crude approximations
to the roots) and any pair of vectors u = (ui)ni=1 and v = (vi)ni=1 such that uivi = −p(si)/q′(si) for
q(x) = ∏ni=1(x − si), i = 1, . . . , n.
At every iteration step the computational cost is dominated by the cost of the solution of a linear
system of equations with a shifted matrix M − μI for a scalar μ and M = Fp or M = C. This takes
7n − 6 ﬂops (based on Gaussian elimination) or 9n ﬂops [7], respectively.
Now A-preprocessing with the APPs peTn−1 enables us to decrease the cost to 2n + 4 ﬂops where
M = Fp [63,71]. Note that thematrix Fp + peTn−1 − μI = Z − μI is well conditioned forμ 1, which
typically holds for the close approximations μ to the eigenvalues λ such that |λ| > 1. If, however,
p0 /= 0 (which we can assume w.l.o.g.) and if we seek an eigenvalue λ such that |λ| < 1, then we
can shift to the reverse polynomial xnp(1/x) = ∑ni=0 pn−ixi = p0∏nj=1(x − 1/λj), thus mapping this
eigenvalue into its reciprocal 1/λ.
Likewise with the APP uvT we can decrease the cost to 3n + 2 ﬂops whereM = C [63,71].
According to the analysis and experiments in [63,71], such an acceleration of every iteration step
rather little affects global and local convergence.
Remark 11.1. There arewell known techniques that reduce eigen-solving for generalmatrix to the case
of companionmatrices [27, p. 348], but the following simple reduction to theDPR1case seems tobe less
explored. Recall that an n × nDPR1matrix C associatedwith a ﬁxedpolynomial p(x) of degree n can be
deﬁned by the values p(si) and q
′(si) at n distinct points s1, . . . , sn. Given an n × nmatrixM, we can ﬁx
a scalar a ≈ 0.1/‖M − trace(M)‖, readily compute the values c(ωin) = det(a(M − trace(M)) − ωinI)
of the characteristic polynomial of the matrix aM for a primitive nth root of unityωn and i = 1, . . . , n,
and obtain a DPR1 matrix C that shares the eigenvalues with the matrix M. (Note that the matrices
a(M − trace(M)) − ωinI are diagonally dominant and can be readily factorized.) Then the algorithm
in [7] as well as a number of other effective eigen-solvers for the DPR1 matrices can rapidly produce
and then reﬁne crude approximations to the eigenvalues of the matrixM.
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11.4. Solving polynomial systems of equations with A-preprocessing
Let us demonstrate how one can extend our root-ﬁnding approach to a system of polynomial
equations. Consider the system of two quadratic polynomials with two variables x and y,
p(x, y) = p0,0 + p0,1x + p1,0y + p0,2x2 + p1,1xy + p2,0y2 = 0, (11.7)
q(x, y) = q0,0 + q0,1x + q1,0y + q0,2x2 + q1,1xy + q2,0y2 = 0 (11.8)
and the resultant equation R(x, y)z(x, y) = 0 for the vector z(x, y) = (1, x, y, x2, xy, y2)T and the fol-
lowing 6 × 7 resultant matrix,
R(x, y) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−x 1
−y 1
−x 1
−x 1
−y 1
p0,0 p0,1 p1,0 p0,2 p1,1 p2,0
q0,0 q0,1 q1,0 q0,2 q1,1 q2,0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
Clearly this is a matrix of a rank at least ﬁve, which has the null vector z(x, y) if and only if the pair
(x, y) satisﬁes the system of equations (11.7) and (11.8).
In this approach we can vary the matrix R(x, y). E.g., we can replace its fourth row vector (0, 0,
−x, 0, 1, 0)with (0,−y, 0, 0, 1, 0). We can remove any of the ﬁrst ﬁve rows still preserving the resultant
property of the matrix, although generally not the lower bound of ﬁve on its rank. This bound is
preserved, however, where p0,2q0,2 /= 0 and we remove the third row, where p1,1q1,1 /= 0 and we
remove the fourth row, as well as where p2,0q2,0 /= 0 and we remove the ﬁfth row.
Now suppose that a pair (x0, y0) approximates a solution pair (x˜, y˜) to the polynomial systemabove,
such that R(x˜, y˜)z(x˜, y˜) = 0, and combine A-preprocessing with Newton’s linearization to generate a
sequence of new approximations (xi, yi), i = 1, 2, . . .
Recursively deﬁne pairs of properly scaled random vectors ui and vi and write
Ri = R(xi, yi), Ci = Ri + uivHi , zi = z(xi, yi),
δzi = (0, δxi, δyi, 2(δxi)xi, (δxi)yi + (δyi)xi, 2(δyi)yi)T ,
δCi = Ci+1 − Ci = Ri+1 − Ri =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−δxi−δyi −δxi −δxi−δyi
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
for the scalars δxi = xi+1 − xi and δyi = yi+1 − yi deﬁned from the following linear system of equa-
tions, Cizi + (δCi)zi + Ci(δzi) = (vHi zi)ui + (vHi (δzi))ui, i = 0, 1, . . . Due to randomization we can
expect that vHz(x˜, y˜) /= 0, vHi zi /= 0 for all i, and that the matrices C(x˜, y˜) = R(x˜, y˜) + uivHi and Ci for
all i have full rank (cf. Corollary 3.3).
We obtain the latter linear system in δxi and δyi by ignoring the terms of higher orders in δi =
max{|δxi|, |δyi|} in the polynomial system of equations Ci+1zi+1 = (vHi zi+1)ui, which extends the
polynomial system C(x˜, y˜)z(x˜, y˜) = (vHi z(x˜, y˜))ui implied by Theorem 3.1, andwe readily observe that
δzi = zi+1 − zi + O(δ2i ).
By setting ui = 0 for all i, we arrive at a Newton-like extension of the Inverse Iteration for eigen-
solving, but the option of varying the vectors ui and vi for all i leaves us additional power for devising
effective algorithms. The matrix R(x, y) is structured and can be multiplied by a vector in nearly linear
time [22,39]. In typical applications to algebraic and geometric computations thismatrix is also sparse.
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We can choose the vectors ui and vi to have such properties for the matrix C(x, y) as well. If so, we can
effectively solve the linear systems with this matrix by applying the Conjugate Gradient algorithms
provided the matrix is well conditioned under our A-preprocessing.
In all cases Newton’s linearization implies local quadratic convergence.
Onecanreadilyextrapolate thisdemonstration topolynomial systemswithanynumberofvariables,
equations and terms and to resultantmatriceswith any positive nullity, associatedwithmultiple roots
of systems of polynomials. Furthermore we can modify our approach by using augmentation instead
of A-preprocessing.
Finally, for a single univariate polynomial equation p(x) = ∑ni=0 pixi = 0 we arrive at the resul-
tant equation F(x)z(x) = 0 where R(x) =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−x 1 . . . 0
−x . . . . . .
.
.
.
. . .
. . . 0 0
−x 1 0
−p0 −p1 . . . −pn−2 −pn−1 pnx
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ and z(x) =
(1, x, x2, . . . , xn−1). For pn = 1 we have R(x) = FTp where Fp is the Frobenius companion matrix of the
polynomial p(x).
11.5. Matrix inversion with Newton’s iteration and preprocessing
Given an n × n matrix M and an initial approximation X0 to its inverse or generalized inverse,
one can rapidly reﬁne this approximation with Newton’s iteration Xi+1 = Xi(2I − MXi), i = 0, 1, . . .,
which can be traced back to Hotelling 1933 and Schultz 1933 (cf. [53,67], and the bibliography therein
on this subject). The residuals Ri = MXi − I are squared in each step, Ri+1 = R2i , and this implies
global quadratic convergence, right from the start if ‖R0‖ < 1. The known best initialization policies
support thebounds‖R0‖ < 1 − 2n(1+n)(condM)2 (cf. [67]),whichmakes theconvergencehighly sensitive
to the value condM. This is even more critical for Newton’s structured iteration with recompression,
Xi+1 = c(Yi), Yi = Xi(2I − MXi), i = 0, 1, . . . , where c(Y) is the compression function that recovers
the structure of the approximate inverses Xi partly lost in the Newton’s transition to Yi. E.g., a Newton’s
step can triple the displacement rank di of thematrix Xi, but one can periodically set to zero all singular
values of the displacement of the matrix Yi except for the di largest ones, to recover the structure
and thus to perform the Newton’s steps fast. (We can avoid computing the SVDs, by employing our
algorithms in Section 7.2.)
This and other recompression techniques, nontrivially extended to tensor decomposition in [44]
(cf. also [42,43]), little affect convergence where ‖Ri‖ is small, but can easily destroy it otherwise.
Therefore, as soon as we precondition the input matrix, we can rapidly approximate the inverse with
high accuracy by performing Newton’s steps (at a low cost in the case of structured inputs). The
iteration has additional attractive feature of converging to the generalized (Moore–Penrose) inverses
of matrices having no inverses, e.g., rectangular matricesM.
We can observe the same features in other residual correction processes for computing inverses,
generalized inverses and solutions of linear systems of equations, except that the celebrated iterative
reﬁnement (whose steps are fast for sparse and structured input) works with no recompression. For
well conditioned inputs it reﬁnes theapproximate solution toa linear systemadvancing toanyaccuracy
with linear rate and can be implemented with the IEEE standard double precision (cf. [56]).
Newton’s structured iteration with recompression was proposed in [49–51]. See [52, Chapter 6; 9,
53, 55, 65, 66, 68], and the bibliography therein on its variations and some subsequent work.
Randomized scaled A-preprocessing and augmentation are natural tools towards preconditioning
of the input matrix, and one can apply the SMW and dual SMW formulae to extend the solution from
the preconditioned matrix to the original input. Then even for ill conditioned inputs we still expect to
deal only with well conditioned linear systems, which we can solve with high accuracy involving no
extended precision. We just perform (with double precision) more stages of iterative reﬁnement or
other residual correction iterations, highly effective in the case of structured inputs.
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11.6. Matrix inversion with preprocessing, SMW and dual SMW formulae, and residual correction
In this sectionwe discuss the combined application of A-preprocessingwith SMWand dual formu-
lae (2.4)–(2.8) to computing thematricesA+. The formulae reduce this task to the respectiveoperations
with the matrices C = A + UVH or (C−)+ = (A+ + UVH)+.
Now suppose a nonsingular ill conditioned input matrix A ∈ Cm×n has numerical nullity r =
nnul A, r < nm. Then according to Section 3.6, the transition A ⇒ C = A + UVH is expected to
yield a well conditioned matrix C in the case of scaled random generators U ∈ Cm×r and V ∈ Cn×r .
If the value cond A is large, whereas cond C is not, then the matrix G = Ir − VHC+U in the formulae
(2.4) and (2.5) has a small norm [56, Section 7], and consequently many leading bits of the diagonal
entries of the matrix G are cancelled in the process of the computation. (We have similar problems
if we compute the matrix G as the solution of the matrix equation VHC(I)A = GVH in Theorem 3.2.
Indeed we have ‖VHC(I)A‖ ‖G‖‖V‖.) These observations seem to imply that extended precision is
required to obtain uncorruptedmatrices G, VHC(I)A, and AC(I)U, but we can staywith double precision
if we apply the fast advanced algorithms in [17,29,32,41,60,73,74] for sums and products as well as
the extended iterative reﬁnement in [56, Section 9], which computes highly accurate solutions of well
conditioned linear systems of equations (cf. Section 7.3).
Insteadof combining theSMWformulaewithA-preprocessing,wecancombine itwith theaugmen-
tation A ⇒ K =
(
A U
S W
)
for random and properly scaled matrices U, S, and W . Suppose that K ∈
C(m+r)×(n+r) andW ∈ Cr×r are full rankmatrices (according to Section 3.4 this holdswith a probabil-
ity near one for randommatrices U, S, andW if r  nul A). Recall that the generalized inverse F+ of the
Schur complement F = A − UW−1S is the leading principal block of the generalized inverseK+, that is
F+ = (Im, 0)K+
(
In
0
)
. Now deduce from SMW formula (2.4) that A+ = F+ − F+UG−1VHF+ for VH =
W−1S and G = Ir + VHF+U. Our comments on the beneﬁts and shortcomings of A-preprocessing in
the previous paragraph can be reapplied.
Finally, instead of the SMW formulae (2.4) and (2.5), we can employ dual SMW formulae (2.6)
and (2.8) if we obtain a crude estimate for the norm ‖A+‖ (cf., e.g., [13]) and compute the integer
q = nnul A+ = n − nnul A. Here is the respective procedure using A-preprocessing (cf. Remark 11.2
below).
Dual SMW inversion procedure
(a) Generate a pair of random matrices U ∈ Cm×r and V ∈ Cn×r and scale them to have the ratio
‖UVH‖/‖A+‖ = ‖UVH‖σn(A) neither large nor small. (Then according to our study in Section
3.6, the matrix C− = A+ + UVH is expected to be well conditioned.)
(b) Compute the q × qmatrix H = Iq + VHAU with high accuracy. (This stage involves no inverses,
and we can apply the advanced algorithms in [17,29,32,41,60,73,74].)
(c) Invert the matrix H.
(d) Compute the matrix (C−)+ = A − AVHH−1UA with high accuracy. (If q = 1, then U = u and
V = v are vectors, H = h and VHH−1U = 1
h
vHu are scalars, and (C−)+ = A(I − 1hvHuA).)
(e) Compute its generalized inverse C−.
(f) Compute and output the matrix A+ = C− − UVH .
Remark 11.2. For a nonsingular ill conditioned n × n matrix A, the matrix C− is ill conditioned if
q < nnul A+ = n − nnul A, whereas the matrix H is ill conditioned if q nnul A+ [56, Section 7].
If the matrix A has an unknown numerical nullity nnul A, we can extend the above procedure by
incorporating binary or linear search or aggregation as in Algorithms 6.2–6.4.
11.7. Solution of a linear system of equations as a null vector. Extension to a Toeplitz solver
A nonsingular linear system Ay = b of n equationswith n unknowns is essentially equivalent to the
homogeneous linear system Ay − θzb = 0with the (n + 1)st additional unknown z and any nonzero
scalar θ (one can choose this scalar satisfying ‖θb‖ ≈ ‖A‖). Then it remains to apply the algorithms
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in this paper or [61] to compute a null vector z = (zj)nj=0 of the matrices (A,−θb) and
(
0 0
A −θb
)
(or
(−θb, A) and
(
0 0
−θb A
)
), to rescale this vector, and to output its subvector equal to the solution vector
y.
For an ill conditioned matrix A with nnul A = 1, the augmented matrix quite typically becomes
well conditioned (cf. Section 3.6). If it does, we would need a highly accurate null vector to recover the
vector y, and we would apply the extended iterative reﬁnement with double precision.
A-modiﬁcations of rank-one little change matrix structure, but let us fully preserve it for a non-
singular Toeplitz matrix A. The Gohberg–Semencul celebrated formula expresses the inverse A−1
through its two column vectors x = A−1e0 and z = A−1en−1, satisfying the linear systems Ax = e0
and Az = en−1. Each of the two systems is immediately reduced to computing a null vector of the
(n − 1) × n Toeplitz matrix T obtained by deleting the ﬁrst or the last row of the matrix A.
We append a new row at the top (resp. bottom) of the matrix T , preserving its Toeplitz structure
and still including one free entry t into the new Toeplitz matrix K . Then Theorem 4.1 implies that
s0 = K−1e0 (resp. sn−1 = K−1en−1) is a null vector of thematrix T . Suppose nnul A = 1, thematrix T
is well conditioned, and we choose a properly scaled random value θ . Then according to our extensive
tests,wewould expect to arrive at awell conditionedmatrixK and, if so,would readily approximate the
solutions sh to the linear systems Ksh = eh for h = 0 and h = n − 1. We would need these solutions
with high accuracy and would apply the extended iterative reﬁnement.
This technique can be similarly combined with Heinig’s modiﬁcation of the Gohberg–Semencul
formula (cf., e.g., [52, Exercise 2.24b]) and can be extended to Toeplitz-like matrices A.
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Appendix
A. Estimating the condition numbers of Gaussian random sparse and structured matrices
Let us deduce some crude upper estimates for the condition numbers of Gaussian random sparse,
Toeplitz, Hankel, Toeplitz-like and Hankel-like matrices under a conjecture extending the study in
[14,20,78,79]. We begin with some deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition A.1. A nonnegative random function X(n) is a ppg function, that is has probabilistic polyno-
mial growth, if FX(n)(cn
d) → 1 as n → ∞ for two ﬁxed positive constants c and d.
Deﬁnition A.2. A sparse matrix is standard Gaussian random if all its nonzero entries are indepen-
dent standard Gaussian random variables. Such a matrix is called nonsingular if the substitution of
indeterminates for its random entries makes it nonsingular.
Deﬁnition A.3. A Toeplitz, Hankel, Toeplitz-like or Hankel-like matrix deﬁned by k parameters (cf.
Section 2.2) is standard Gaussian random if all its deﬁning parameters are independent standard
Gaussian random variables.
Hereafter we write diag(M) = diag(mi,i)i for a matrixM = (mi,j)i,j .
Theorem 2.3 implies the following result.
Theorem A.1. SupposeM = AB, A and B are randomn × nmatrices, and‖A‖, 1/σn(A), ‖B‖, and1/σn(B)
are ppg functions. Then ‖M‖ and 1/σn(M) are ppg functions.
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Theorem A.2. Suppose B = (bi,j)n−1i,j=0 is a standard Gaussian random diagonal matrix, that is diagonal
matrixwhosediagonal entriesare independent standardGaussian randomvariables.Then‖B‖and1/σn(B)
are ppg functions.
Proof. Note that ‖B‖ = maxi |bi,i|, σn(B) = mini |bi,i|, F‖B‖(y) = 1 − Φmaxi |bi,i|(y), and FB(y) = 1 −
Φmini |bi,i|(y). ApplyLemma2.1anddeduce thatF‖B‖(y)
(
1 − 1
a
√
2
π
exp
(
− a2
2
))n
fory a 1,whereas
1 − FB(y)(1 − y
√
2
π
)n for y 0. 
Conjecture A.1. Suppose ‖M‖ and 1/σn(M) are ppg functions, whereas A is a matrix ﬁlled with zeros
and standard Gaussian random variables independent of the matrix M and pairwise either coinciding or
independent of each other. Then cond (A + M) is a ppg function.
Theorem A.3. Suppose Conjecture A.1 holds true. Let B = (bi,j)n−1i,j=0 be standard Gaussian random (a)
nonsingular sparse, (b) Toeplitz, (c) Hankel, (d) Toeplitz-like or (e) Hankel-like matrix. Then cond B is a
ppg function.
Proof
(a) Clearly there is a permutation matrix P such that M = diag(PB) is a random diagonal matrix.
Then ‖M‖ and 1/σn(M) are ppg functions in virtue of Theorem A.2. Write A = PB − M and deduce
from Conjecture A.1 that cond (PB) is a ppg function. This proves part (a) because σj(B) = σj(M) for
all j.
(b) WriteM = diag(B) = b0,0I, A = B − M. Clearly, ‖M‖ = |b0,0| ‖B‖, and so ‖M‖ is a ppg func-
tion. With probability one we have b0,0 /= 0, and then 1/σn(M) = 1/|b0,0| is a ppg function as well.
Apply Conjecture A.1 to obtain part (b).
Part (c) follows frompart (b) becauseBJ is standardGaussian randomToeplitzmatrix for the unitary
reversion matrix J.
Let us deduce part (d) from part (c) by induction based on equation (2.3) for e = 1 and f = −1.
Write Bk = ∑kh=1 Z1(gh)Z−1(hh)T . It is sufﬁcient to prove by induction that ‖Bk‖ and 1/σn(Bk) are
ppg functions for k = 1, . . . , d.
We ﬁrst prove this for k = 1. Indeed ‖Z1(g1)‖, 1/σn(Z1(g1)), ‖Z−1(h1)‖, and 1/σn(Z−1(h1)) are
ppg functions in virtue of Theorem3.9 and Remark 3.4. Therefore ‖B1‖ and 1/σn(B1) are ppg functions
in virtue of Theorem A.1.
By inductive assumption let ‖Bk‖ and 1/σn(Bk) be ppg functions for k < l d and let us extend this
property to k = l. WriteM = Bl−1Z−1(hl)−T and observe that ‖M‖ and 1/σn(M) are ppg functions in
virtue of Theorem A.1 (because ‖Z−1(hl)−T‖ and 1/σn(Z−1(hl)−T ) = ‖Z−1(hl)‖ are ppg function in
virtue of Theorem 3.9 and Remark 3.4).
Write A = Z1(gl), apply Conjecture A.1, and deduce that ‖Z1(gl) + M‖ and 1/σn(Z1(gl) + M) are
ppg functions. Now recall that Bl = (Z1(gl) + M)Z−1(hl)T and apply Theorem A.1 to deduce that ‖Bl‖
and 1/σn(Bl) are also ppg functions. This completes the inductive proof of part (d).
Part (e) follows from part (d) because BJ is standard Gaussian random Toeplitz-like matrix for the
unitary reversion matrix J. 
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